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ABSTRACT

A study of the respone" of structures to aircraft generated *hock waves (pop-
ularly call.6 sonic boca) in proeentod. Peak, trsaetream, sbock wave prossuroe
prodwcing CaLlure of various structral elemoats of buildli0 arw givea. The faL•zre
pressures ere f ubctLos of sbockw evo: and structural paramtezs. Methods and tasic
data for predicting shock wve failure preesurom of structural elements are also pro-
stntae. ftpei memt•l structura'l faLlre data and aircraft generatod cbock wave and
vUAnd d4myg information wro mployed in conjuctLion vitA theoretical considerations
to obtain the predicted failure pLassuris.

IxteAsious of blast ave thoory are mode to account for the differeocos in
shapo ad preeoure levels betrem aircraft generated *-mv aNd bl•st wves. fts
pressure loeds on stauctures predeoed by aircraft yeserated shock wave (moceseary
far structural response predict•oms) are cmputed % ithia the gemoral fromwsork of
blast wve pfrocd•srOs.
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szCTION 1

XUTRODU. ZOrn

with aircraft now flying at supersoric speeds, the public uas boeme awmre of

the pcoblesý caes ted by the resulting preoure disturbances. Tbere has been a Ln -
creasing nuer of reports of loud noise or to) on the ground in the vicinity or
flyila aircraft. %Ths phbeaem o is produced by shock %aves mistinA frm aireraft
In supersonic flight. Them se .*_vmves propagate at sonic speeds to the ground and
produce noIse or boem. Olee, the nmes jmc boom".

An understanding and evaluation of ths. shock movese and their offecte on

structures are vital to the solutios of preatial Air oroes problem. Air operations
must frequently be carried out in the vicLaitr of resodeemtsil commttAe. Aa emle-
stion of possible shock wave damage to -:Lvllibr structures is necessary to establish

rules for flying at supersonic speeds with minimal concomitant annoyance and to check
the validity of claims for damage allovel to have been caused by these shuck waves.
Damage to military installations 3nd aircraft is also of concern since this too effects
Air Force operations.

A re••nt stw*ye bas bees mde of the relati0.3 betWmen 4Air.Crft pariMteS

and the aircraft gensated SAoCk mos . The prossuze of a shock move that eKLits

near ground level just prior tW contact with a structure is termed tbe free-stream
pressure. The purpose of this strdy is to tavostigate the relatieW betwms the free-
stream pcesMre wmve paramgters ad the respomse of structres to tLse 6PrOeUC3.
T1e primary objective is to provLde bounding valuse for the free-strem preesures
which produce damage to structures and structural elementa.

The investigation, is brokee dai into four PbAses a4 follow8, (1) the deter-
mination of the tranLent Loads on structures, (2) ; evMaluatio of structural para-
meters, (jl the aaom-tatiom of structural response, and (4) the prediction of failure
prossures and their correlatior vith per lMAMutsl data.

ThM transient lonis are obtained in tarxs of building &ad shock move pare.-

etere by the transformation of the free-stream pressures to pressure distrclktimoe (n

structures. This to accomplished by eMPloyYLo bl•at wve Concepts of reflections and

pressuge rise and attenuation. Slast wmve methods are Used @iace a literature survey

and oonttacts i•th psrsonnol working In the field indicate t&at no perimoetal data

or pza~tcsl computational procedures are available conoening presesre distrIbu.IAoms

on striActures subjected to aircraft generated shock waves. Ustensions of bJasit wave
theory are made to account for the difference An MMsae and pressure Nlitude of the
shock mwve =mred to a blast move. Consideration is also given to the loading pro-
duced by nonnorm incidence of S shock move to a structure whA the trace 0n the
ground of ,he Inclined front Is parallel to the front face of the building. This
loading Condition is not specifically treated in blast %ave procedures.

The structural parmeters studied are Aaie materials, typo of construction#
material properties and natural frequencies. Experimental data LIe employed, AberL
availakbe, as basic iaformation for strength and frequency evaluation.

The 4ymamir response of structural elesents to the transient loedings is cr

puted im term of Jynmmic ampIfication factors. The amplification factors are ob-
tained -y analytic methode for simple loadings. An analog computer or graphical pro-
cedure [utilizing phase plane tCeory) is emplcyad for the more comptem loadings.

*Vu mrlcal superscripts correspond to like numbered references in kppwtdix 1.

Manuscript submitted V In uary 1951 for publication as a WADC Technical RIport.
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Dampinq o fects are ignored in all dynamic reponse calculations.

Shock weve froe-strosa failu.e pressures r, 3btAined by modfying the oqu.v-
alant static failure pressuroe (based on d.2tic loud ultima.e strengths) for the ef-
fects of refloction of the shock yeve by the structure, dynamic tmplif cation, and
increase in material strength prodiicel by rteLd rate of loading. Use is m"de of ex-
permlental data, ~Gere availgble, in the e•uaJation of the farluxee promeures. wind
load nd ishock wave dammge reports are also correlated.

The free-aLrwse prossuros producing failure re given for specific values of
structu-a.1 and *hock wave parameters, Methods and basic data ire ptoxeMted for -As*
in the prediction of failure prosure for other cmblnatLons of shock wyva and
structural vax iabl"s.

TbS shock wave pressure levmls gaqwrsted by low-ilying aircraft are low at
ground lov•. l Strwtural theory coafma eaperimental evidence tbat plaster wells
a•a the most critically Ic¥ded caempemts of reid~etial structur*4, while gLa6s and
vimLow frine at& critIcal La all types of structures. Tberefore, tJws structtiral
elments are ebssized La this report.

WA" I 16 -l9 2



SF(10N 2

SHOCI) WAVE LOADS 0U STRUttMRS

ivieE -STREAN PR22SMUE

1. 9SDIL!I

The amplitudes of the shock waves 9,nerotod by aircraft flying at suporsortic
sposda decay with dis.ance from the aircraft and the spread of the waves increases
with distance from the source. The tino vatiation of the shock wave as it appeers to
an observer on the ground im an -shaped wave ftgu.e 1. Theoretical treatments of
this phenamenon and some exjerilental results@-'2 are found in the literature. The
agreement betweon theory and excperiment is good.

CL

PS

TIME

P;

Figure 1. H-Shaped Pressure Wave

In thiz repo-t the wotd "pressure" denotes overpresecure (p',eiti~re or nega-
Ative), £ e. the difference between the actual free-stream pressure anc; undisturbed

ambient pros iure.

2. TAIf T er!Lre, T em.& nds and Terrain

Temperature gradients in the atmosphere, winds, and reflectione from terrain
affect the propeqation of the pressure of the shock wave. The speed of propagation
of this pressure disturbance is a furction of temperature. The increassa of tempera-
ture with decrease in altitude will cause a higher velocity in the lower portions of
the wave front which bends the shock front. Variations of wind velocit( can also
produce a curving of the shock front. For certain combinations of temperature grad-
Lents and winds, it is possible to either amplify the pressures in a local area on
the ground by the "focusAng" effects of the curved shock fronts or to deflect tIhe
shock waves so that they never reacts the ground. A focusing effect oe crcuspm i.s also
produced by accelerated fliqht 4 ,e,b.

Terrain effects treflecLions, shielding) can either amplify or attoinuate the
shock wave pressure 2 9 . lArge hills, for exampls, tend to increase *hock wave effects
in some arpes and decrease them in others. The increase or decrease depond&s upon the
crhanoe in slope from the horizontal. Steep slopes produce an increase Lr pressures.

WADC TR 5U-169 3
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Some reductiL. in pressure occurs on the reverse slope of the hill.

A detailed consideration of the effect# of temperaturo gradieots, winds, an4
terrain upon free-stxesin pressure amplitudes to not practical since they are random

currtencee. These factors would have tc biw examined in each particular eLtuatior
Howmvear, in order to evaluate thee. effecti. for the purposes of this report, it vw 1
be aesowwd that a practical maxiuma L•lLficstltn factor for aircraft generated shock
wave pressuxes is . the order of 2. This value ts equivalent to that for a ref lec-
tion of a sonic wave normal to a flat surface. It is possible, however, with the
proper combination of ref.ection and cusps to obtain amplLfLcation factors wh'lch are
much hiLher. For instancs, a factor of 4 can be obtained for reflection in a convex
cor~er60,

3. 5rH zf_•jzLyj ortnt Pree-xtreax Peak PrOesSres gnd Wave Rjaaa ntt

Shock wave free-stream peaX pressure amplitudes near ground level (Ir, the ab-
sence of amplificaticn factors) are quite small sucept for cases of (1) low altitude
fligh*, (2) high NMach number flight, and (3) accelerated flight. Some representative
values6 uf peak free-strean pressure amplitudes are given in Table I below.

TASLK I

RP.MUrWATIW VALUr8 Or PRAY U•U-STNSAM SOCK WtV3 PRESST'lE AKPLITUSSI

Distance Woreal
to Aircraft Peak Pressure Amplitude

014.9ht Condition F11i1ht-rath MF.) (psi)

Sady Level Plight 1,000 0.073

14 ,b Number, N - 1.01 5,000 0.022

10,000 0.016

14,000 0.010

steady Level Flight 1,000 0.162

c Ner, N a 3. 5,000 0.046

10,000 0.028

14,000 0.022

Peak Pressure Amplitude
At Ground

Fli ht Condition ( L)

Accelerated flight 0.03 to 0.0O

through Mach I at
5,000 feet altitude

Most building codee require structures to be designed to resaist wind loads of
30 lb./ft. 2 - 0.208 psi. Asaalingi (a) an amplification factor of 2 for effects of
terrain, winds, tomperature, etc., (b) a factor of 2 for reflection of tha pressure
wave by a building, (c) a factor of 2 for dynamic lcad ef 7ects, and (d) that these
effects are cgrulative, a total wmp'.ifioLtion factor of 2 x 2 x 3 - 0 Ls achieved.
.his gives a lower bound of peak free-strem pressure alplitudes, which is of inter-
eat frum a structural failure point of view, equal to 0.200/u or 0.026 psi.

WADC TN 50-l69 4



Inopection of Table I reveals that steady level fltght at altitudes at or be-
low 5,000 and 10,000 feet respectively for the M - 1.01 and N - 1.5 conditions and
the accelerated flight through Mach 1 at 5,0O0 feet a:e In th•e range where structural
damage can be expected.

Supersonac flow theory 2 ' 9 gives the followinq expressLon for the pressure
jump across th•e bow shock wave:

1/8
p 0 o53 po (04- 1) t./.L 3/4 (1)y/)3/4

Also, the distance between the bow and tail shock waves is given ast

D e 1.82 1 N [ (d/L) 1Y/• I (2)
(N - 1) 3/)

where, d - saxiti body diameter

D - distnce between waves

I - body length

N - fligat Mach numb*r

PO fret-strean static pressure

p - prbasurs Ju across wave

y - distance from flight path

From equations (1) and (2) it can be deterwlnea that the quantity p r,3/1 3

an constant for fixed values of freer-strm Mach merp static pressure and body di-
aweter to length ratio. Flight test datag.•' and Weperiments with bullet•a and m.l
whol,1812 confirm this relat.i1oship.

The pressuro peaks, p - ;, of the X-shaped wave, fig ure 1, are produced by
the bow and tail shock waves of tiJ aircraft and the dLstame between them, D, is the
prcoduCt of flight speed, Me, and the duration of the wave n .

De.a9 correlated witb body length I - 45 feet and Mach number - 1.04 gawe,

p D 3 107

2
for p in units of lb./ft. and D in feet.

Taking p - Ps - 30/8 lb./ft. 2 (low bound of structural damage) one has,

- - 130 feet as the space spread of the N-wave at this pressure level.

rot sonic speed a - 1100 feet/second, the vaxLmm duration of the sonic boos N-wave
from the point of view of structural failure io estimated from:

'7 - 1D/Va(3

'lherefor, ?? oil"- ' sec. for this aircraft and Mach number.
1100 x 1.04 a

At higher pressures, the duration is reduced. An eightfold pressure Increase

vwil r(duce th, duration by one-half. The duration in directly proportional to the
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lenqtA of the gene~rating aircraft tot fixet. dJ432*t~r to length ratio. Fcvr a given
a~rcraft, the duration toe a weak Vionction og Plauh number'j

At M - 2.0, the duration computed above would~ be approuimatelr 0.06 sec., the minim..
at that pressure level. For K - 3, tho duration changes to about 0.06 sec. For an
aircraft such as the 9-S2, whkich has a length of appronimately 152 feet, the duration
for M 0 1.04 WOUld be apprOIMiately (112/40) (1/6) - 0.40 sec. Summriiiis, for pres-
suares ranging from 30/6 to 30 lbe./ft. , for airplanes ranging in length from 45 to
IS0 !*at, and for Mach numers between 1.04 and 3.0, the dur 'tion of the N-wave var-I
Los between 0.03 and 0.40 seconds.

1RIVUUNY ATIOK OF M3B-85TIAN ?RZSUURR TO PRESSURE ON STRUCTURES

The pressure distribution on~ a structuire subjected to a presoure wave is a
f~mction of the structirees shape anid sin* and the free-stream pressure of the wave.
Ihe pressure un the structure differs from free-stream values due to the diffraction
and rzflection of tthe free-stream pressure wave as it posses iver the body.

No experimental eassuroments of the pressure distributions an structures oub-
Jected to sonic boam pressurc ,'~ves are available, Teot Informt~onl3-1 5 ' 1 concern-
ing pressure iceds on structures subjected to blast wevee is available. Shock tube
msaesureamtsl%-22 on scale models of structures have asbeen made.

The blAst wave data (including weak convent ionsal explocion Information) wore
obtained mainy 1, c overproonuree greatly LA~ mees. of @hock wave Induced pressure
and thc pressure w-sve foem., figure 2, differs fro the N-share wave of figure 1.
Wheon the pressures from weak conventions 1 explosion teets wore of the s -et of *hock
wave pressure levels -&nd the wave form was similar to the N-weve, only free-stream
preseures were measurod ow the pressure at ons point in the buiALdn was recorded.
Socwk tube date were also smeasured at high pressure levels and the pressure wave
shape@ ~ar di~fferent fro those caused by shock waves.

Precedures33))O :or predicting sie pressure distributions on buildings sub-
j ected to blast waves have bnee developed. These methods are based on a plane shock
wave striking a rigid structure and on the 1Wnhine-WmginoIt 3 1 ' 32 relations fox normal
shock waves. In addition, certain empirical characteristic t~mse (function of the
di~mmelneim of the building and Use somic spe"d of the proesure wove) are empluyed to
depict the preosure rise and decVay n the structure. The blast wave procedure is
supported by numrous tostsl31 6, 2, 29 ans structures subjected to atomic and conven-
ti~onal muplooion sbock wavee &nW by shock tube studies19-21 empoying models of~
buildings.

A recent paper5 9 has treated the diffraction of a plane step-function pros-

s8are ' turbance by & t 2o-d&meemsional rectangular barrier. The method is illus-
trated by determining the transient pressure distribution on a barrier wtsoee height.
is equal to vie half Its length. The undisturbed pressure wove consists of a step
fusiction rise in pressure and the shock wave moves parallel to the height of the bar-
tier. There is a sudden rise in pressure to twice tho pressure disturbance amplitude
wheon the disturbance hits the barrier. The pressure drops to the amplitude of the
step functior _n a -decaya time of 3 face height* divided by the sonic velocity.

(Se Fiure2, part b.) These results are in exact agreement with blast wove

The shock wove pressure loads presented in this sact ion are based oes the eLmw-
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!
plified blast theory conceptru of characteristic pressure decay, iLe times aild re-
flections from rigLd wells. Blast wave theory has been modifLed to account for the |
difference in msock wave shape (two step discomti•nities of the N1-wve) an' the lower

pressure levels. The superposition principle, valid for sonic disturbances, is also
employed. The bulk of the btast wave basic load data is taken from the iltest com-
pilationg 2 i,30 of load inforaatieo.

Nxtansion of Tinges 9 analysis to the problam of an N-wave contacting a two-
dime•sional barrier of arbitrary dinmnsione was not attempted since this informition
has only recently become availAble. Although an analytic solution to a simplified
problem Le desirable as a gulat in understanding a physical phenosenon, the s±.pli-
fied-theory and experimental approach used for blast waves appears oreo suitable for
the determination of shock wave loads In view of (I) the complexities introduced by
the many pcssible variations of the sLroctAre (Lncluding thre-iLuoans tonal affects),
and (2) the complexitise brought about by consideration of nsnnormal LncLdence, whose
solution by Tin; s method may not converge as rapidly as for normal incidence.

Test results for structures subjected to shock wave loads are urgently needed
to check the following assumptionAt

1) The characteristic pressure rise and decay times are identica1 to
those known to exist for blabt waves and shock tube experiments.

2) The stop changes in pressure at the beginning and at the end of
the N-wave can be treated Identically.

3) The time-constant for decay to free-stream pressure ti the same for
normal nd nonnormal Incidence to a vertical plane, ishen the trace
of the shock front on the ground is parallel to the vertical plane.

The pressures considered here are average pressures over a complete surface.
For whole buildings or largo structural elesmnta of buildings such as walls and
roofs, .he average 1,ad (average pressure times the areal is significant compared to
local load* in producing failure. In Ime cases, local loads (local pressure timel a
small area) -an be significant. An oxample cof this it given by windows. Average
local pressure acting on the window ares should be taken Into account where possible
in predictinS failure pressures for these elements.

2. Closed BuLldiLna - Normal Incidence

A qualitative picture of the diffraction of a pressure wave movinc; over a
,'losed structure is given below. The concepts follow conventional simplified blast
theory.

CACI( FACE
L

TOP FACE

SIDE FACE

FACE

Figure 3. Closed Block - Normal Tncidence of Pressure Wave
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Consider the structure in Figure 3. When the pressure wave strikes the front
face at normal incidence, the p-essure rises instantaneously to the reflected pres-

sure' 9, p - 2P* (7p- +-)" For shock wave pressure )ovels, the free stream over-
po Ps

pressure p5  la such smller tnan the ambient pressure po and p. ---- > 2?a (the

sonic theory reotult).

The reflected pressure on the front face decays in a time T to the stagna-
tion, pressure because of the rarefaction waves travelling from the cornets of the
front face to the center. Mhe stagnation pressure p' is given by, pl a p5 * PD - PS

CDq (sam of the froe-stream pressure and drag pressure). The drag coetficient CD
2

for the front face is the order of unity and the dynamic pressure29 q 2 Pi2 7Po + pe

For sonic waves, (p /PoP *'( I and the drag pressure may be neglected since it Is much

mailer than the free-sti adm pressure p*. The stagnaL.on pressure p4 is then the
free-stress pressure p".

The decay time T is apprnxiniately that required for a rarefaction wave to
travel from the edges of the front face to the canter of this face and back to the
edgem. txperiments 2 9 ikjicate that r can be represented appromaately by,

T - 3S/U. The quantity S is a charactearistic building dimension (height H or
1/2

half width B/2, whichvve. is smaller) and tj - shock velocity - a (1 + !!1) . For
7P

0

sonic waves, p /P0 (< I a& U is given by the sonic speed a.

The pressures om the sides arn top faces build up to the free-eta. -4 pressure
P (drag pressure neqlected) when the wave front reaches parti.CuLar points on these

fac•ts.

The pressure wave reaches the back face after a time delay LAJ and dif-
fracts around the *dgle, traveling down the back outface. The pressure on the back
face then changes from zero to free-stream values after a build up time interval tb.
The quantity tb L* given approxLmately by L - 4S/U.

Bl•ast wave procedure for prediction of the pressure distribution on a struc-
ture Is based on a free-stream pressure wave with one stop discontinuity. Shock wave
free-stream N-waves have t.wo step discontinuitles in pressure. In order to apply
blest wave theory to estimate the pressure dLr'.ribution on a structure subjected to a
free-stream N-wave, the N-wave Is decomposew into two components (each having only
or, step discontinuity) In addition, each free-stream component is multiplied by a
functio,% 8 . The 8 function represents the decay or rise of pressure with tilme
on partcICc ar faces of Lhe building. In this manner, the effect of the second N-wave
step discontinuity (neqat.vie pressure peak) may be taken into accolMt within the
framework of blast wave theory.

a. Average Outside f.ont Fact Pressuge

The froe-stream pressure of Figure I is decomposed into two components as in-
dicated In Figure 4(a). Each step discontinuity in the froe-stream N-wave will pro-
duce a reflected pressure of twice the free-strome pressure upon striking the front
face and decay in a time T 35/U to free-atream pressure, The b fanctiuis
which represent this decay for the two step discontinulties are indicated in Figures
4(b) and 4(c) for • / 1 . For simplicity, a linear decay has been assumed.
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The average outside front face pressure pea is g'.ven on Figure 4(d). It was
obtained by:

(1) Multiplying the frees-tremn pressure component for the first step dis-
continuity, solid line of Figure 4(a), by its S fwactLon, 'Lqure
4(b).

(2) Multiplying the froe-streem proeeure component for the second ag-p dlie-
continuity, ashed line of Figure 4(a), by its 8 function, Figure
4(c).

(3) 6uparpoeing items 1 and 2 (superposition is valid for sonic waves).

Figure 4(d) actually should be curved in *se regions since the multiplLc*-
tion of the froe-s.rem linear preisure distribution by the sloped portions of the

8 function produces a curve. Only critical points on Figure 4(d) were Located,
and for almpiLcity a liiear variation betwee thse points assumod.

Tha average outside front far-e pressure p , shcwn on Piwg'e 5(d), is deter-
mined in a similar manner tor the Case of decay tU r >wave duratlion

Table II givws characteristic building dimemeionw crresposdLng to values
of decay times r for the front face. The O-Wve velocity U has been taken as
1100 feet/second.

TABLE I I

CHARACTERISTIC BUILDING D116 ION S POR VALUES OF DRCAY T1 r

1, (see.) •-m - (ft.) Remarks

0.05 1'. ReeLdeatial iLae structure

0.10 37 Moderately large structure

0.20 74 Large structure

5 * Building height or half width, whichever is smaler

N-wave durations, vj , of Lpottance from a structural faLlure p .nt of view
mre primarily in the range of 0.03 to 0.40 seconds (see page 6 ). The critical
bouilding type is the resLdential ;welling (ae Section 3). Since the ' for reel-
42ential structures is given as 0.05 "econd in Table I1 and 7 min. of iLtearet is

0.03 seconds, T•> >q is not a situation of frequent interest.

b. Avereeo 0Htside TW ond Bake Pressures

The pressures on the top aind sids are froe-stream pretsures v5 " To obtain

týhe load on the top and sides as a function of tLm, wo trave tho variation in preo-
aure on a face element of the structure and aim up over the lo4ded face ares. Figure
6 shows the proesure variations on the structure of lwegth L. Time c*€Ndimate t'
khas been converted to a distance cootbdnato X - Vt. The pressure wave is consid-
ered stationary and the structure vKwiag with a vei•cty U. Figure 6(a) applies
when S L/U and FLgure 6(b) is *alid for t 5 '7.

The load is equal to the shaded area under the pressure-distance curve times
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th, top face width 8 or Bide face height H. For Figure 6(a) the area under the
curve is

_ s + Ps1-., x 11 I

Sxnc*e X - Ut and the average pressure qmale the total load AividOd by the face
area OL o: HL, •e find the average outside top an• dsde prassure as,

"p / (0 !5- OS t (4)to/;. - t 1-'- U

with, t. - L/U.

Similarly for Figure 6(b),

o tL 2t L
p (1+-- ) 5 °"

toe a~¶ U

For t tS l + the average uutslde top and side pressure is the

negative of equation (4) from anti-dyaimetry .2oneiderstIons. At va!ues of time,L
t > ,7 + k , the pressure is zero.

Lengths of roof beams and rafters very jenerally betveen 15 and 25 feet.
Taking a range of wave duration 1) between 0.05 and 0.10 seconds, the parameter
tL/ -M L/- U '7 vaties between about 0.20 to 0.50 wLth wave velocity I1 taken as
1100 feet/second (sonic spend).

Figure 7 shows the average outside top and aide pressure variation. For com-
parison, a sine curve eith the same peak amplitide and a period of tL + 97 is also

indicated. It is sen that the sine Curve reprOsOets the preCOMar distribution
reasonably well for the range of LL/77 tram 0.20 to 0.50.

c. AverjS Outskie SAck Face frenure

The back face is not loaded until the pressure wave arrives at the tims,
t - L/U. TIme, t, is measured from the Lnasnat the wave strikes the front face. The
pressure then buLlde up lirearly with time to time-delayed free-stream pressure at
thi back face, pa (t - L/U) at tLme, t W/U•+ 4"/U.

Figure $(a) esows the time-delayed froe-stream pressure p5 (t - WM broken

up iLno Its two components. The a functions for each cpnnont are indicated in
Figures 8(b) and 6(c). The average outside back face pressure, pbo, given in Pigure

6(d), in obtained by multiplying the time-delayed free-stream proesure components by
their respective 8 functions "Ad CsperpoeLag. lbo curved regkios of Pbo have

again been replaced by straight 11nes for simplicity as in the calro of the front face
(see page 11).

The pressure shown in FLgure 6 is based on *< i T1%- pressure distribu-

tion Kor - 1) >7 is obtained Ln & similar manner,.
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d. r Avra 0 Te jLOLj•a Pressure

The net average translational pressure, pt, is defined &a the vector sum of

the front and back face average pressures. The net average translation pressure
times the face area yields the averaege translational force tending to shear the
building.

Figure 9 above a typ;eal net average translational pressure distribution tor
a closed building. The Gata employod were:

building leogth, L - 40 Ft.

Building a:ight, N - :4 It.
bu/l.-ingj width, 9 28 Ft.

Wda e duof tisn, it .O0 seurids

Prre-sroim pressure peak amplitude, - unit

The buildiin9 size i retpreentatlve of residntial structures. a1n averag-
front and back face pr-essures, p to and Pbol shown an Figure $(a) were computed util-

izing the procedures 41cuseed in t preceding eotiois .a Te nrt average tranbly-
tsonal prleaure, pth giond an Figure 0(c) results from the iup*ide iton of plo and

Pbo" The total dur.tion of pt is i d + a +
U

3. el9aed 9jjlldinm - MlgOrnal TagAS

When b pressure nave contacts a closu d building et no0 orml angle of inct-
donce*, the pressue~ distrib~ution on the structureo is altered from tha~t produced by

normal Incadrnce of the pressure wave.

0i(u.-e 10(b) nllustratei nonnOr ml Lonf In a pTane case of tonopril initne rin
onsl plane of thFi e g0bund no oider10(b) edinos nonwavel inte dery e In a plane per

pendcular to the horizontal plane of grond. Tre angles of Incidence i and
vary between 0 and T12.

ceperdb iantal dato and load clloulaticn procedure s21,30 for vertical feant
blest wkves are availabe for nounoaI i ncidence for ftces I through 4, rignre
1O(a), but no data is available for radnf lofo . The cse of nonnoi I Iao deont in
aide vispe, higered in sblle st rave theory and no iveti matl tpla
availalebl.

Sardine1 Incidence of the wave front trace in plan view is not as criticai

noal incioea ncen*pt for idxce 2, Figure 10(b), hs•e mverpgle prbecuse is in-
croased beaufe of trefrec ve with . Nte vetor ln mmoot cae s, it is ondarvative to
check a structure got noaval &A••~ in two directions, or to assumme normal LncL-

dteia in a directiao which produsec the h obwst tralational load (pr0.sure ve
normal to lar1•ot ar•ea thice). Loading& for "notuomil incidence in a horLsontal plan*
are discease" bete for sake of completeness ,ind for application to vertical plan*
nonnorml 1Incidence.

Nonnonmal incidence in side view, Pip/ure 1O(b)o is complex lboc use of the In-
tieraction of the pro~eure wvuv* with the two wall -b~zadari~e (the ground and the vot-
t icel buildin" wall) w•bch intersect in the convex corner at 0.

a. fnonnul Zncidene as Seem in Plan View

The qualitative effects coMpered to norwal Incidence are as foliemes

(1) 7te effecta of reflected pressure are shared b) faces I and 2, Figure
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10(a). The pealc average pressure on face " to less tfhan twice the maxi-
mum free-stream pressure (the result for nor..l iricidenco af sonic
waves). The peak average pressure on face 2 is increased over its free-
stream value for normal incidence due to reflection •ffacts. The rise
to peak pressure on face I requires a finite rise time in contrast to
the zero rise time for the viormal incidence case.

(2) Different characteristic twens (functions of angle of incidence ,
building dimensions, and pressure ,wave velocity U depict the pressure
rise and decay.

(3) The pressures on faces 3 ard 4, Figare 10(a), are simiLar to the normal
incidence Lase for the bacic and side faces respectively, except for dif-
ferent decay and build-up times.

These concepts are applied to estimate the average pressures on the four
vertical faces and the not average translational pressures in the directions parallel
and normal to the vertical faces, see Figure 10.a).

Blast wave procedures have been somewhat simplified and modified to be con-
sistent with the limiting cases ( 8 a 0 and 8 - r/2, corresponding to normal
incidence or side on pressure) and to account for the N-shaped shock wave.

( 1) Average Outside Pressure. Face 1

Figure 11 (d) gives the average outside pressure on face I for decay time
T2 wave duration ? . It was constructed employing the same procedures used

in Figure 4 for the normal incidence case, except that different characteristic times
and 8 functions are used. The average pressure for T 2 > r is constructed in
a similAr manner.

(2) Averse* Oeuts e Priessre. Fac.

This case is similar to that of face 1, Figure I1(d), but the characteristic
timaes and maximsm values of the 3 function are changed. For fAce 2, We set

r T r' I ? T - r + 3 and the 3
I I U ' 2 2 1 U

functions have maximm values of (1 + I-j) instead of 2(1 - +).

(3) Averice OMtsjdy P rose#e, A.8 e•_S.

The average outside pressure on face 3 is shown in figure 12(d). It is simi-

lar to Figure 8 except characteristic tLizs ta L € G_ and B #n
"I U "" d U________L

+ 4S coo (1 -+- replace the normal incidence values and+

U U "rU

U t

(4) Aver•e Outside Pressure. Face e

This case is similar to thAt of face 3, Figure 12 Md) except different char-
acteri.tic times are eloyed. For face 4 we set t - -

1 1 U t -tL0

U 1W
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(5) Averagg Not TrenolsltioAl Eressur

The average not translationai pressure in the two pxincipal directions (nor-
mal1 and parallel to face 1), figure IU(a)D are obtained as the vector am of the

* ~pressures ona faces I and 3 a" 2 and 4, respec~tively

(6) Roof Pressu~e

For flat roots, the procedure tcr estimating the average root pressoure for
normal incidence is recommended as a first appromination.

b. Mgonnrml incidence &2 Uee &n a fidt ViA 5

Preesures as high as four times freeg-stream pressure are produced on the
front vertical wall, Figure 10(b) , by nonnormal incidence in side view. Increases in
roof pressure over those produced by normal incideonce also occur.

These results are obtained from physical considerations concerning the re-
V ~flection of moving pressure wavesa. Consider thp Cour pressure wave froints, I to 4

tassumed plane) movlnq with a wave velocity U a wave V6locity, as shown on Figure
13. Thiq waves are inclined at an angle t with the vertical and the direction of
movement is Indicated ky th. arrow' * The wove thickness is il U, with 77 the dur-
ation of the pressure wave, and p 4 tho free-streaml pressuret of the wave.

Vigur-i 13 Indicates the wave poeiti-Me at. time, t % 0, the Instant the inci-
dent wave 6 contacts the building at a.* Waves &2 and dl are rieflected waves.
The other wt. es@ are spirror iAllges of these waves, employed to maintain symmetry about
eaeg and hdbf. A plans of symmetry corresponds to a wall boundazy since there is
zero flow norwal to It. Additional waves required to maintain other building bound-
ariep will not be considered since we are primarily interested in the vertical wall
so.

The shaded areas, as, bf, cl, 4h, correspond to regions where the isaci-
dent and reflected sonic waves have come together, thus doubling the pressure p a.

At. a time, t - tl, the waves 1, 2, 3, and 4 have moved, together a distance

Utl, Figure 14. The primed letters Indicating the new position. A disturbance from
the building corner (rarefaction wave) has propagated from a. Its influence is re-
stricted to the circle of radius Ut Ias Indioated. The pressure distribution in-
side the circle of radius it 1  is difficult toc describe precisely. It will be as-
sumed to be free-stream pressure p5 a The are& of doubled pressure piroduced by the

incident and reflected wavies coming together on the vertical wall is then sean to be
restricted to the shaded conical region. The vertical wall is loaded only in the re-
gion as' (free-stream pressure p5a inside the circular region and twice free-streaom

pressure In the conical region) . The average, pressure on the full vertical wall ise
less than 2p aand may even be less than pe depending on the ratio of Ut 1/ein 0

to waell height H. The vertical distance Ut I/sIn $ is greater than the distance

the waves moved Uti Point a' can therefore be comnsidered as propagating super-

sonically with avelocity sin U Point d' can also be considered as propagat-
Ing supersonically with a velocIty coo

In Figure 15, the waves 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 have caetogether at time p

with the cones meetint The new positions of the points is shown by the double
primes. The shaded area Indicates the region of doubled pressure * The time t 2 is
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FIGURE 13 NONNORMAL INCIDENCE IN A
VERTICAL PLANE
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FIGURE 15 NO.NNORMAL INCIDENCE IN~ A
VERTICAL PLANE ( tut 2 )
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given by, t 2  U . The whole vertical wall is loaded (the circular re-

gion at pressure p& and the cone region at 2p ) with tht average pressure given by

Pa (2 - sin 0 ). The %vorage pressure on the ver•ical wall varloe between 2p for

nors•al incidence ( 0 - 0) and Ps for the side on case ( 0 -I-1a 2

In Figure 16 aL t a t 3 , the waves 1 to 4 have passed over each other. The

press4Ar& in the doubly cross hatched area is 4ps since all four waver have come to-

gother in this region. The pressure i., the other shaded recion is 2p (only tw(

waves have come together here). Ite vertlcal wall ao is fu:ly loaded, with pres-
sure ps within the circular region, pressure 4pa in the region c"'o, and 2p5

over the remaining region.
Ut

The height oc"' is - H) and the average pressure on the vertical

wall is given by,

s (2 - ) for sin3 <- 5

H sin( H i

(3#o

and

3ut 3)2snUt
ps (4 - H)for .1 -C Ii

a H 1 sin( H

For ( a tmall angle, the maximum average pressure on the vertical wall ap-
lit3 2 sin I

proaches 4p a when the cone &nd cLrcle of Figure 16 intersect (-) - + sin

Ut
The above formulas arc not valid at 3 0 for : a 2 sin 2 since

H 1 + sin P
the cone apex is not infinity and the circle has zero radius. Moreover, the four
waves at an angle 0 with the vertical, Figure 13, become (at ý3 - 0) two -.rzves
parallel to the vertical building fact in order to maintain it as a plane of symmet-
:*. The whole front vertical wall As then at an average pressure of 2p at time

t w 0 (the normal incidence result). For practical purposes, however, the average
pressure on the front vertical wall can Le considered Y 4pa for small angles e3

H
After the time, t 3 w , when the circle of radius Ut3 , figure 16, has

reached the convex corner at o, the problem cannot be described further in terms of

tho simple mechanism postulated. A decay to free-stream pressure p5  at times > H

se assumed. a U

It has been tacitly assumed in the foregoing discussion that the building
width is infinite. For finite building width 5, the use of an equivalient building
dL6&Aionun ias necessary. In addition, blast wave oxperaments indicate a decay time to
essentially free-stream pressure for normal incidence of about 311/U. In order to be
conristent with blast wave tests and take the finite building width i.to account, it

will be assumed that the height H is replaced by W' A - or 3H, whichever is
2
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FIGURE 17 AVERAGE OUTSIDE PRESSURE ON FACE I,
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sml ler.

The, average outside pressure p10  on face 1, Figure l1(b), for nonnormal in-

cidence in a vertical plane, is indicated in Flaure 17(d). !t was obtained In a man-
ner similar to Figure 4 except different 8 functions are employed.

Por flat ronf a, the average pressure corresponds to that fur face 2, Figure
10(a) (nonnormsL incidence in a horLiwtal plane).

The behavior of the rear well, face 3 of Figure 10(b), will be taken as being
similar Lo that on face 3 for normal in-idence in a horisontal plane (Figure 10(a)).

The net translational pressure for nonnormul incidence in a vertical plane
for a building with a flat roof is the vector aur of the pressures on faces I ond 3
(front and back faces) Figure 10(b).

For side wells, face 2 of Figure 101b), the proceodurc used for estimation of
side wall pressures for tOe nozml incidncce case is reomende for eatimsti•n of
tra average pressure.

4. Closed uildLnM - Sh'.eldiM Bffects

Figure 8 Ahcms two structures, I and 11, situated one directly behind the
other. The separation distance between them is d. The pressure wave first contacts
structure I, is detracted and reflected by it, and then pearse, over building U1. The
pressure distrbutions on structures ; and II differ from those obtaLned if only one
structure (in the absence of the other) wore subjected to the pressure wave. The up-
stream structure (I) shields the 4o etrm structure (I1) from the full effect of

*a.e pressure wave. Structure I is thus called the shielding structure and structure
Ili the shielded structure.

6DIRECTION Of

Figure 1. Shielding of Structures

Experlments 14,5 and blast wave procedures indicate that the pressures on
the back face of the shielding structure are reduced and the net translatirnal pres--
sure on the shielded structure ts also reduced. The mgnitude of the shielding ef-
fEct is a function of tne ratio* d/S and 5/8, where d is the separation dis-
taý.e, S the chdracteristic building dimension (height nr •aLf width, whichever is
smaller), and B is the building width.

The redaction in back face pressure on the shielding structure is mall and
decreases as b,/S decreases, being negligible for 8/S ! 3. The jjj gJ u
•tut can therefore reasonably be treated as if it were isolated and the procedures
discussed in previous sections applied in order to Petimate the buildLng pressures.
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The effects on the AI5id structure are of sufficient magnitude so that
they cannot be ignored. Data available at present are for relatively high over-
pressures and are valid for normal Incidence and identical buLld.Wg geometries. The
Linformation only applies to the first shielded structure placed directly behind the
shielding structure. Some experimental resultalS ftr nonnormus incidence effects on
lelf-shieldir -t 7 u2'-4ing wings art alsr' available.

The eofect of shielding on the shielded structure is to reduce tim peak re-
flected pressure on the front face to 2 g e where 0 < :5 1. A plot 3 0 of 'Ie

versus the ratio of separation distance to characteristic building dimensLon d/S is
given on Figure 19. The pressures on the other faces are unchanged from their values
estmasted on the basis of no shielding.

0 - > 4

08 t

io .. . . . .-.. .--

I OS

I'

S0.4 ...... 4 -4 +
z It

0
0 J2 /S3 4 5 6

d i,

Figure 19. Shielding Factor - p

The peocedures used for unshielded structures discus•ed in the precedLng sec-
tions (for normal LncLdence) my be used to predict pressures on the shielded struc-
ture except that. the 8 function, Figures 4 and 5, for the front face now has a max-
imnum value of 2 i's instead of 2.

5- CVoAed BuildMnus - InterferIcjte c 9

When st:uctures are adjacent to each other and subjected to a free-streas
pressure wave as indicated in Figure 20, the diffraction of the free-stream wave by
each structuto has an effect on the other structures. This effect is known as inter-
farence. The primry result of interference is to Lncrease the, loads on each struc-
ture due to an increase in the characteristic building dismnsion froe S (no inter-
ference effect.) to g'.
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Figure 20. Intorference of Structures

Table III gives valuese of *ifective MCharate&ristic bILudisq dimnselon 50 sm-
played in blast wave procedires3. No data -re available for root loads.

TABL3 I I

BVPCC•!Vl C1ARACTIMISTIC BUL[•ING DMUION So0 (INlflRrURSC3 I373TC)

spacing to 14eight to
"WIAth Ratio WAdth Ratio 1 '/H

0 2 H

> ý! V . 1! a+! (1-M2)
2 N 2 2 + 4H

H 3H H

(no interference case)

N - nimber of buildings in a row perpendicular to the
direction of propaqation of the pressure wave.

The pressures for the case of inerference may be estimated mployinq the
proemdures discussed for non-interference except replace S by S*. Roof ard side
face loads will not be affe-.ted.
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6. oBuildin. - SIoqed Roufs

Figure 21 indicates t*e normal incidence case for sloped roofs. For roof
8 1upe8, a < 5*, the roof is considered flat and the procecures previously dis-
cussed for flat roofs with normal Incidence apply. The upper lnimt on a Is taken
as 459Q.

To cimpute the outside normal force on roof elants 1 and 2 , Figure 41
(b) and (c), we follow the passage of the free-stream presmure wave over the roof
similar to that employed in Fiqure 6, taking the difference in geometry and direction
of the pressure into account. Roof element 2 is not loaded until the N-wave front
has reached the roof ridge. Tnts occurs at a time L/2U.

The results of this procedure are giv*n on Figure 22. The resultant vertical
and horizontal forces and vertical and horizontal pressures are found by superposing
Figure 22(a) and (b) as follows:

Met Vertical Force v (posLtive downward)

F v - cos a FMtN1 + r(t6N2 (6)

"Wet yerticel Pressure Pv (positive downward) (7)
rV

Fv

Met MorLzontik F•rcy r (poeitive in direction of pressure wave)

rH " sin a {FMINI - F(t)NZ} (a)

hft IorLzontal Pressure pH (positive in dLrect.on of pressure wave)

r

P•"BHR •

with,

B - Roof width

Roof Total Length) --- See Figure 21

HR - Roof Height

a - arctan 2Hk /L

If the directLon of the pressure wave Is oriented at 90* to the direction
shown on FAqure 21, the outside roof pressure is treated In the same manner as flat
roofs for normal incidence. The vertical roof area is considerod as part of the
front and rear face areas and is taken into account in computing the net transla-
tional force. The use of a characteristic front and rear face damenvLon of

;; -÷ He2 o•1,
;a H + H /2 Z ! , ohichever is smialler, is recomended.

R 2

For nonnormal incidence in a -ertical plane, roof elements 1 and 2 are
considered to behave essentially as faces 2 and 3 of Figure 1O(a).
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FIGURE 21 SLOPED ROOFS, NORMAL INWIDENCE -
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":. Partially Open Bukidings - Mormal Incidence

When a building with openings ts subject to a pressure wave, pressure loads
exist on the inside as well as on the outside of the structure. The resultant pres-
sures on structural elements of balldings with upenings can differ significantly from
the resultant pressures acting on corresponding structural elements of closed build-
i ngs.

If the open area of the building is small, It behaves essentially an a closid
building. On the other hand, if the open area of the building is largo, it behaves
primarily as a drag type structure. Drag type structures, nuch an poles, open frame-
works, etc., are subjected maily to pressure loads resulting frcrm aerodyramic drag.
These structures are not Important In our application since, fo., aircraft generated
shock wave pressure levels, the drag pressure is much smaller than the free-Stream
pressure.

A building is constdered closed it the front and back wells have less than
30% of openings or window area2 9 ( A ( .30) , if the ;,rrcentage of openings or win-
dow area ix greater than 70%, the building is asacued to be a drag structure. A
partially open building then has window area or optninrgs in tha front and back wall
in the range of .30 :5 A S .70.

Tha gross effects of openljai on the pressure distribution on buildinggs29 3 0

are:

(1) The outside building pressures are similar to those for closad buildings
except that the characteristic building dimensiour s changes to s9,
where e" is the average distance wtich rarefaction waves must travel
on the front face to reduce reflected pressure to stagnation pressure.
Figure 23 Ives a typical illustration. Additional data is found in tha
literature30.

(2) The pressures on the inside surface of the structure approach free-
stream values and a-e affected by internal reflections.

S- B * WIDTH " "

Ib, -• b 4"- b, OPENING

H H EIGHT

i

2

Figure 23. Characteristic Building DimenSion S" For
a Typical Opening - Open Building
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it

For the purpose of estimating Inside pressure on building surfaces, we con-
aider the idalised problem of a structure with no internal partitions subjected to
normal incidence of a shock wave. Only one reflection to considered on an internal
surface. It is also assoued that rapid free-stream pressure wave fluctuations are
attenuated by diffusion.

a . hyzerJ .€...Fae_ Inside ?ressage

The inside back face (at a distance L from the front face) is unloaded un-
til the free-stream pressure wave (with velocity U) arrives at a time, t - L/U,
measured from the is.iLant the wave contacts the front face. The free-stream pressure
wave that arrived at time L/U has been attenuated by diffusion effects. Extrapo-
Lating blast wave data2 9 to low pressure levels, the attenuation factor is taken as
the open aroe ratio A . The pressure of the wave arriving at the back face ts then

P5 (t - '. This attenuated pressure wave A p (t - is then d.ubeld by

reflection from the back face. The back face pressure 2 A p, Ct- t ) then decays

to the time-delayed free-stream pressure p• (t - U) in ti interval 4(1 - A )-.

Figure 24(d) gives the average inside pressure on the back face. It is con-
structed in a manrer sL"Itar to Fiqure 8 except different characteristic times and

8 functions are *%ployed to depict the diffusion, reflection and decay of the
pressure.

b. AverAae Front Face Inside Pressure

The inside front face average pressure rises from zero at time, t - 0, to
free stream pressure p 5 (t) in a build up time tb. ITq build up time is approxi.-

mated as At time, t - " , the pressuro wave (originally at the front
U"U

face at time t - 0) whLch was attenuated by the factor A and reflected from the
back face, has reached the front face again. This attenuated pressure wave,

A P5 (t - ") , in reflected from the front fave, Increasing the front face aver-

age preseuýez by 2 A Ps(t - *).The average front face pressure then decays to

free-stream pressure p (t - ") ina time Interval 4(l- i

Figure 25 (d) gives the average inside front face pressure Pfio It is con-

structed similar to Figure 24(d) except that a time delay i is employed and the

pressure builds up from zero to froe-stream pressure p 5 (t) at t = 1- before being
U

increased by reflection from the time-delayed attenuated wave.

c. AwOIrRy ALA Side race LDAnd PoJO SS

The average said face and roof irside pressure (considered as the pressure at
2 middle of the faces) rises from zero at time t - 0, to the time-delayed froe-

stream pressure p (t - 2"•-) in a time (S - 4 A ) It is asaused that the pres-

sure decays to zero in a time interval 4(1 - A ) U after the negative peak of the

N-wave reaches the middle of the faces. Figure 26(b) shows the average inside sid*
face and roof pressure.

d. Net Averaqe Translatio.al Pressueg

The net average translational pressure is obtained as the vector sev of the
inside f•nd outside pressures acting on the front and rear faces (and inside und out-
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Iide horizontal roof pressure, if the roof is sloped). The total luad on any face is

the product of the average pressure and the closed face area.
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SECTION 3

FUNDAMENTAL VIBRATION AND STRUCTURAL CONCEPTI.

STATIC EFFECTS

When studying dynamic effects it is useful to compare the d'namlcally induced
stresses or deflections with the stresses and deflections vhicb would have resulted
if the maximam dynamic external load had been gradually applied and maintained. The
latter deflections and stresses are referred to as the "static deflection shape" and
the "static stresses", respectively. Formulas for the axLmwm static stresses in
beams and panels with various edge supports 3nd with an applied pressure p are
given in Table IV.

NORMAL NODES OF VIBRATION

Suppose an elastic structure Ls deflected fram Its poaition at rest.. When
the structure is released, if all points on the body move through displacements which
are in phase and sinusoidal with respect to time, the original deflected shape (des-
cribed as a functiont of position on the undeformed structure) is called a "normal
mode of vibration" and the frequency is called the "corresponding natural frequency".
These normal modes and natural frequencies are "zlascical47# 48 ",, useful in the exact
solution of vibration problems, and suggestive in formulating apprcimate solutions.
Table V shows the effect of the method of support on the mode shape and natural fre-
quency of beams and plates4 3 #4 8. The double subscript notation a j for the square

plates indicates that the mode shape consists of a shape similar to the 11h beam

normal mode in the x direction multiplied by a shape similar to the j" beam normal
mode in the y direction, where the x and y directions are parallel to the edges of
the plate.

STATIC PARTICIPATION FACTORS

The static displacement of an elastic structure can be described in terus of
a sun of the normal mcdes adjusted to appropriate amplitudes (see equation (33), Ap-
pendix II). If one now examines tne contribution of each mode to tale mwAXimu static
stress and divides each contribution by the maxLmue static stress, the resulting
term are the "static participation factors 4 9 ° contributed by each mode. The evalua-
tion procedure for the participation factors is similar to that for Fourier Series
coefficient.s, wad in given in Appendix I1. Table V gives participation factors for
several beaom and plates, subjected to uniformly distributed normal load or pressure.

There are several points of interest in Table V. Fox beams and plates whose
ends are lioth simply supported or bcth clamped, the "anti-symetric*, even numbered,
modes have zero participation factor. This is to bai expected because 6niform pres-
sure Is symmetric and will not induce ant.-symnetric modes. For the team with one
e.d clamped and the other simply supported the even numbered swjies are neK~ly anti-
symmetrical: hence, their contribution Ji mall but not s-ro. The next point of in-
terest is that uniform pressure induces mostly the first mode; hence, the participa-
tion factor is near unity for all the first modes. For simply supported beams and
plates, the part,:ipetion factors in the first mode are 1.03 and 1.12, respectively,
and the remainder if the participation factors oscillate In sign. For members with
clamped ends, the participation factor In the first mode is .89 and the remainder of
the participatiun factors are positive. Since by definitiono the participation fact-
ors add up to unity, the sum of absolute values of participation fuiiciions exceeds
unity whenever the signs alternate. The ratio of the second to first symetric mode
frequencies lie between 5 and 9.
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TABLE IV

STRESS AND DEFLECTIONS

o, b, L DIMENSIONS, INCH#S
€ DISTANCE FROM CENTROID TO OUTER FIBER, INCHES
E YOUNG'S MODULUS, POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH
G SHEAR MODULUS, POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH
I MOMENT Of INERTIA Of CROSS SECTION, INCH 4

P UNIT PRWESSURE, POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH
p TOTAL LOADS, POUNDS
q SHEAR FLOW, POUNDS PER INCH
a STRESS, POLNOS PER SQUARE INCH
I THICKNESS, INCHES
v DISPLACEMENT, INCH4ES
a bl/
v POISSON*S RATIO, TAKEN AS .3
I POINT OF MAXIMUM STRESS
! POINT OF MAXIMUM DISPLAC.MENT

STRUCTURE AND LOADING MAX. STRESS,s MAX. CIEFLECTIO*4,

S 1 aPL

KEAM END SUPPORTS,
UNIFORM LOAD. PL.c 5 PL 3

111 304 E I

SP'pL
P'pL SEAM ONE END FIXED,

ONE END SUIJ•PPTR PL C P0 L
UNIFORM LOAD 0054--

b'-- L

P'pL

BEAM BOTH ENDS FIXED.
UNIFORM LOAD PL_€ PL 3

n2 12 344 E I

L

b' • PLATE. ALL EDGES SUPPORTED

b UNIFORM LOAD OVER 2 1422 pb 4

ENTIRE SURF•ACE .t 142, p )

PLATE ALL EOCES FIXED.il •-• UIkoFOF*A WAD• OVER S p b2 02814 p , 4

aENTIRE SURFACE. IfI 2 ) E 1ýi

PLATE RACKING LOAD,
q POUNDS PER INCH q bq

"T "-' K•(bq)
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TABLE V

NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND PARTICIPATION FACTORS

an " , BEAN OF UNIFORM CROSS-SECTION)

\4_;l (SQUARE PLAIE Of UNIFORM 'HfC9#ESS)

in a NATURAL FREQUENCY IN RACIANS/S-COND

Ef OR OL w SENDING STIFFNESS or SEAM OR FULL WIDTH OF SQUARE PLATE

M a TOTAL UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED MASS OF SKAM OR PLATE

L a SPAN OF SEAM AND LENGTh OF EDGE OF SQUARE PANEL

aPI v PARTICIPATION FACTOR, OlR FRACTIONAL CONTRISUTIOIN OF THIS M1XDE TO THE

MAXIMUM STATIC STRESS DUE TO UNIFORM PRESSURE ON TOP SURFACE

a, v I 87 (PF)I 3 %063

Sa2 02w 39.5 (PF) 2 * 0

03, .ll9 (PF) 3  v -.03O

04' 156 f I'PF) 1 '110 (F )4 " 0• SIMPLY- SUPPORqTC:D BEAMSIMPLY-Ukl - 24Y j,4 (PF)s a +006

CI, 224 (PF)a 01 BI

020 6I7 (PF) 2 - 0

I 02 @3 O 1210 (PF)3 s 072

0i 03 200 (P7)4 a 0
SCLAMPED-CLAMPED SKAM oa• 296 (PF) 5 • 019

t 154 (P1F) a .093
02-• '5I 02' 50 (P7)2 a 026

a$ 02 03 104 (PF13 a 0031

4N 1SE6A (PF) 4 a 004; ~~~CLAMPEDo-H", NK• )BAV

•Gas 2..,2 , (PF) 1  a 01O
•l41.I • t175 (~)l, a 11I!I

I ,1I ' i1,3 9&7 (Pr)1,3  -i485

aSI , "7 (PF)I6 ,s +.0352
S07,1 • 01.7 1493 (PFq)l, I -. 0127

eO ,3'3.1 03,3 ,1776 (PF) 3 .3  , .0136

SIMPIY SUPPORTED SQUARE PLATE 5, O1 ' 35,5 (PP) 39 5 , -O7

. '200 (APPOX.) (PFi, 3137

CLAMPED SQUARE PLATE
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DYNAMIC RISPONUS

I- NMIl Ym" RNMOM.U906"M

It is kaown that the dynameic rsponse of any stracture can be described as
the sum of products of the forms

(nomal mode shape) (correepundiisg dymaiLc response fnction).

Whe the shape of load-dtstriLbtion is spscewls ooastAnt*, the sum taken the focmst

I contribution of the jbA fais
I. sode 'Co the static X speme

lot &4f lection function

Consqueostly,

Critical. Maiu - <Bt partio c<s"..
StisStis.factor ) Lfuntio

TAOe %tacLve s this procedure lim am the • AI• Lity of the dymmic remis".
fumctian. ?bay are tb* solutions of the following ditflormutAl. sqintems

I. + . (10)
2 ' 2 re o

with f (o) u •dh(o) -0 (11)
J it

When m IL the "Otqwal frequency f9 the mode, radim/asoomi

f is the diyie reopen"e fntct•o• foe the mod&, m"m• imesLoeal

t is timeo som.s

P L proportial to the load applLed to the strture as a fusatiem
of time

Fromm iL the mweismt value of F

As ceo change. mode. w i chanyUeV this will chafte the fogs of f but P (t)/Fmu

Cads f (t) bos a alma u, value, 0" %4"bh deNld- on the s•"e of the

forcing function, T(t)/f , and the metura tfreque cynemaLred. Aj it the ji

madel ampLUtcstion factor. one can plot the value of A vs. Wjt? WNO t tr is

*7cor procedure if load shape is rot constant with time, see Appendix it.
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at eabrectsrist4.c tim associated with NOt) pam* as the duration of the load.

(1) <

In ahi altuastim. the body .asires" a velocity but Substa~sttally Set. 4*.-
ploon"P4 *MA up lo"dW" timp t 7 . it this 9act is vowd In the ftegewmttaI
esqmtifto em obtaim: onit12

at t

( 0) (wtr > 'v D 1(t)/F6 riase as a stepp and decays slowly

In this aitMUMtP it is'"l knowi that the "P1IfipstiaI Iteto is two. a
YhLs La so be"bi the body usas seeaft st~at aesp1owe of iftyt SIA Ithus itsel a
sara vlokcity d.~wwwd W naro diaplacimn't or to fiasu ma.ty below steady *%ato..
It them VihgS$Ws to UWm setty dbOW StSnY 9t4atO o to two, absolutej, *icb It
reacb at secra wolitV.

Fiqur. 31 gives the seasl 0*lif1satu* tooter amt as P-ashped Pulse. "ais
Pus bae" @rrusWe to that ter the PWWWMW r /', -0a (ftgme 30). These r*-

3au1ts "wes tAimed amalytically.

@. Response for An Arbitrary F(t) fM neaion~

Yhi erutoAM Of sequatto (10)v (11) gives tue reepsase. Analy'tic, nalab,
Compter avWS graphissi froct aer "pilay". Five'W 127) throu~ (30) ohow the

cAXMstar &lyo m "Pubi A.*L aiSawszetisad to w em 3-a vev moe " naie qa
o vemt--lpeid A-4 "W mood~mlysW sep wr turn pp lmt "i

aeg 44,. a" " t"ra~ "blg~ot lptheFM "Mtia dyiC" byre &. a fotio
ofunats m 69tarw .oathermimhs st*ti st~ep. dam fpodnt ft Ioar tisiat

4 pifie i ofoa ait"Is La (A0 ati of/ the low#m vels As the ritawe dyt. .te.

to mhi natura stetiso a5t ho aysi %p.5ovoi 5.meMpiis

of~ I ~is I" iermoth (ako sttioar~ sme" rvAti toa ofbtata n of u par lmt em A, or

AL th~is It to to obtain A. YTsus,, if onse assumes that booee 0rtrihut their inMat

At~ f(W,, (12)
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WIINERATING THE FORCING FUNCTION

*O (T)

II

Loo owwoJ

SYMIBOL$S•

---• AMPLIFIER

OCOEFFICNIENT EZTTlm POTENTIOMETER

FIOUA [ OV ANALOG WINING DIAGRAM
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P/ " FRONT FACE OVERPRESSURE

2- 2-

0- 0

-II?

0. '10 0"
r~r

.2-

0 -0-

FIGURE 28 SHOCK WAVE LOADS FOR ,0l ,28op
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But, it cani be shown t)Iet far e 1! tm~ prok-m eonsiahire in ubte v it ua camva-
t Ive to uIs*:

A L a (A~N I*W) (

wbere N*i La factor 4eshvmei to "lsegmet. tbe Omtr~butlae 440 to A for the
higher modeS.

N Nf...L (14)

W O

0 * is tbe radian ftequnWg at %4jc A1 I A a mmi. to mm to Vary fS
2.5 to 1.0 I La 7qur* 32 (AI ms be tbs~b o9 am as eliwaemt first me" Omit-

flestA.. Sactor wLIR. t O A tb* 04vtMlSMt fist muds pM.tt"LM lWAtor

S.AppmadLx it.4
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Figu~re 32 Modification Factor, M ve UL
40cr
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SICYZOM 4

Dy"WC Ifl'UCL PUCIIXJD BY BHOCK WAVE LOAM

Ol3ISRAL

In thbi repowt, we have followed precise vibration theory to e•tablieh suit-
able factors so that 0em mN oWly kAW tJh liert natural frlquefCy 1.0 estimte the
dynMic amlificatim factor due to uniform Pressure raxyu*n with tim. The awplif t-
catiom factor for the first mods is aestINS hot erg. 40600h if higbar no"S are
lu tortot. It has beft found that two ftwo will or€ect this deficiency. One is
labeled the C" factor om the acoomimyU* graph1 it to the sum of the absolute val-
ues of the pertlc4atiam factors. Im sewed factor LO the Or factor Alcb accommns
for tW Isreater attemmation of th first soft thee of the hihem d•oes. " umodl-
Lied gImp&@ mre also given is the event there are no bigher modes.

Figres 33-35 are gmerlly self moplamtory. They give the amlification
fi.ýxs Zw Wvrious lead-tim reLati••s vich appear is nmomal iucldenue of the w-
wave, si le erIiod of & SAM WRAM is am SMpr•OtIo to toof-loed, under nor-
nal • 4AcI4dee. Itt LAm iaaresti•g tOat thm mima 0lLfiintion ftator is highest
for this o iti of laing.

For lmad-tim relatemis f Ior f al•J i eita tion factosce ae not available, a
iemp .e quick graphLcal oetruotim MA available in the Ape , peg 109.
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9KI'FZIo S

CRITICAL BTRUCU AMI 8TRUC'1NMUL 3L11V?5

In Section 2, Table I. it ]as been shown that shock wae troe-stresm peak
pressures a e at moet the order of . 10 pot. Atamic &ad conveetiomal wplosive blast
data1 7 '29 •e indicate that the on'r structural elments %ALh fail at pressure levels
five to fiftee time" greater than the peek shook %s" piresures are Iass and plast-
er. In addition, most abodc wave dome" roportn1

4 s," conwers glass ad plaster dam-
ige. Theoretical ootimates baed on test data*$?34 also indicate that glav amd
plaster are critical str',1••.rdl eleamets.

Shock yove Loads produce failure of brittle structual elments. failure oc-
curs before any plastic deooruatiLo can take place. In addition, the more ductile
materials, such "s steel and rainforeed cocretoe Amic may vadewgo larg plastic de-
formation before failure, are stressed well below their yield points. Structural re-
sponso is therefore gwersed by elastic behavior.

Glass windows are found iA all clasew of structures. Glass fails in tension
produced by boddag stress". I%# bonding stresses a• e proportional to
(spes/uiu•gcses). Sito frouts are arl.tioai sin lA4ax SOPaaLbIkaess ratio. are
cinoe1.

Nost structures are designed according to building cof•o. For major sioruc-
tures thse codes specify in detail design loads, allw4abl0 stresses end material
propectLiO. Factors of safety oan failure tf 4 or oe are met wmaosn.

Residential structures, on th.) other band, are not s&ject to such rigid
specifications and amny factocs Wich affect the strsugt of the homs are left to
the diecrettou of the buil4ex. As a rule. so loIs ar steess aslysis is mad on a
house, Small strwcouree such es sheds, wood frame garael,, barns, otc., ocn be in-
cluded in this catigowy.

A study of various bildings indicated •at walls uf residential utructuree,
part cul••rL those with door and window openiags, are noemally czitical in shear and
in owe coses bending action governs. Tn reosidetial structures all thoe hlisontal
loafd imposed on the booe" are tranimntte to the foumda by Sheaz in ahe wells.
in larger structuroes the abeer leads are moreslly carried by colueu or diagonal
framing. The sheaing and beading CriLdity of residential type wall cemstruction Is
mailler than that of other structures.

The apmbals, therefore, of this study to concerned with glass and plaster
w*all structural elmts and residential type structures,

WkDC Tm 58-16S
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SECTION 6

APPLICATIOUS TO GLASS WINDOWS

GENERAL

GleeS Ls ka elastic structural material. Like metals, its strength depends
on its chemLcal composition and an its heat t?-eau'ent. Ordinary window glass is an-

nealed to remove irtternal residual stresses, while tempered plate glass has up to
4-1/2 times 6he strength of annealed glass. Glass is weakest in tension and all
cracks are a3msl to the direction of mexiwim tension. Contact tth water or alcohol
reduces its strngth. When dry, g9ass is 20% stzonver than when wet. its ztr-ngth
is also affected by the duration of loading. When it is loaded for several hours its
strength is M0 of tat for a oAe second loading time. The rate of pressure loading
also has an effect cn the strength of glass. Teets 3 7 on single strength glass panels
14" x 19" showed a breakLng presuvee of about 1.5 psi for a zero rate of pressure
rise. At a pressure rise of 300 psi/sec., the breaking strength rose to about 4.5
psi. This represents an increase in dynamic strength of three times the statLL
strength.

Cracks originate at a weak point such as a scra&,ch or Imperfection in the
gl~eu. Window glaee is polished to a smoth surface. Since Impurities cannot be
avoided, glass is graded into different qualities described in United States Govern-
ment SpecifLcations 3 3 .

DUSIGH STANDARDS

The design of windows and window sash has been *eft to the discretion of tne
manufacturers and builders who have had many years of experience in this f~.eld.
Building cedes and mWLiwneeri bandbooks do not go into the details of designing the
stilest rails en dividing bare of a witAow sash. The building code of the Ci%.y of
Nw Yorkj however, specifies that glazing shall be designed for a pressure of 30
l1b./ft. in either direction, ed also gives a schedule of Uax"Lm areas of window
parns for various thickneases of glass (see FLgure 36).

In order tco stao•rdits dimensions of windows, coumercial oi..jnizations have
adopted voluntary stendrids. Vor windows with wood frames, standards have been pub-
ished by the tnited States Deq.szbmr t of Commerce 3 4 . The Aluminum window Manufac-
turers Association publishea its owno sndards 3 5 and offers a seal of approval to
those meeting them.

DUFINITIONS

Following are definitions of terms that vii be used in the discussion of
windowst

Light - secticn of window enclooed by framing

14untln - any short or light framing member, either vertical oc horizontal

Rail - cross, or horixontal, outside framing wber of a window s*,sh

Check tail -, meeting rail sufficiently thicker than the window to fill the
opening between the top and bottom sash of a double hung
window

Stile - the vertical outside framinq member of a window sash
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Sash - single assembly of stiles and rails mace into a frame for holding
glass, with or without dividing bars

APPLZICATZQI OF TOMY

A simple rational aproach to the design of window sash is sugjeet*4 by the
natLonal Academy of Scimcesm'. Drawing 4S" lines from the corner6 of a window pane
aivAdos the area Into triangular and trapezoidal seocti•os. From statics, the loads
and strowss an each stile, rail or dividi bar can be found. Window panee ire

rAnlyse as rectangular plates, uniformly loaded and simply smpported or clamped on
all edges.

Figures 37 through 45 present curves, based on the aboe method of analysis,
fron which the breakL•g pressures for typical sieo of wooden rails and stiles can be
determined. These curves are plotted for a wide riang of win low sizes and types.

Figures 46 through 49 present graphs fox the computation of failure pressures
for glass window panels of varying thicknesses, sel and types. Graphs for the do-
termination of natural frequencies of glass panels are presented Jn Figures 50
through 52.

CALCMAU RUULTS

Using the above mantiomed data, free-stream shock wave pressures that produce
failure can be determined for windew panes from the followwq s

3P
; critical (2)(A (15)

where Pu is the vtataLc fallure pressure of the window elment under investigation -

psi

A x N is the modified dynamic amplfication factor (rig. 34) for T/'1) -'

The factor 3 in the numerator represents the increase In static strength d~e
to a rapidll rising pressure load.

The factor 2 in te denominator is the iatminm incident overpressure for
normal Incidence (Fig. 4).

Table VI pxreeta critical free-stream shock wave pressures for gLass panels
of various sizes and thicknosses. The dat.a 1 this table have been computed for a
free-stream pressure wave duration, ?I , equal to .10 seconds and for normal Lnci-
clone .of the wave on the ptnes. The effect of the increase In strength due to rapid
loading has been included by use •f t~w factor 3 as shown in Squation (15). For non-
normal Incidence, the values of p& critz.cal could be reduced by a factor as large
as 2. (See Section 2.)

tXP1ER IPMTAL RESULTS

A number of different glazing materials for ves as window panes were tested
at the Aberdeen Proving Ground 3 G. The results of these tests on a 160 square glass
pane 1/80 thick (double streaigth), gave a minimum free-stream or incident breaking
pressure of 0.75 psi. Using the method describod in this report for a 160 square,
double strength, clamped-end glass pane, the predicted free-stream failure pressure
would also be 0.75 psi.

A number of tests were comducted at Aberdeen Proving Ground 1". to investigate
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CL See Fig.45 for F (0)
I This graphi was platted for on

ultimate strengthl of weod 1

LL Sun 4000 psi.

SI ! \ r wood of a diffeet ultimate
strength, the breaking presure
must be multiplied by the

ratio Sbt
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1U_U_ ___LL

5 1 50 100

w - Width of Glass - Inches

Figure 37 Breaking Pressure For Middle Rail

Wooden Windows -Two Lights
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ultimate strength of wood
LO Su 9 4000 psi.

"For wood of a different ultimatestrength, the breaking pressure

IL must be multiplied by the ratio
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5 10 50 100
w - width of Window Pane-Inches

Figure 38 Brealinq Pressure For Middle Rails

Wcoden Windows - Four Lights
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Figure 4') Breaking Pressure For Horizontal Bar

Wooden Gheck Roil Windows-Four Lights
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Figure 41 Breaking Pressure For Vertical Bar

Wooden Windows- Four Lights
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Figure 43 Breaking Strength of Wooden Check Roil

With Triangular Load
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Note. a c h/w if the membr investigoted to horiueutall I
0 4 w/h if the Momb•w invoitsited Is vortpeel i 1
a is J never zero
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Figure45 F(a) vs. a
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Strength shown is for minimull thicknesses which
meet code tolerance.

For gli41 whose ultimate strergh, Sutdiffers
from 6000 psi 10e failure pressure must be
mulftipied by ( '1 06-

Use Is, Fig,48 for simply supported panel
US* gcj, Fig. 49 for clamped panel,

1.00 V ..

05

"Safe at'
I- 30 lbs/I,

tP
4.

-• - 30 lbs /ft 2

.0

Dol Stent

3" .10 " i

Nominal Thickness
ol .I I -- A -I I . L, 1.. ___ _ I I_,_,50 50 100 500

Length of Short Sfe, b, inches

Figure 46 Failure Pressure For Clear Sneet Gloss Panels
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most code tolerance.
For giass who", ultimate strength, Su differ f rom

6000 psi the failuroi pressure most be multi-
pliedby( m6000

Use g5 5, Fig.48 tor simply supported panel.

.500

U.

iL 0

50 _ _s

Nominal Thickness - I N Ua

5 10 s0 100 500 1,000O
Length of Short Side , b, Inches

Figure 4 ? Failure Pressure For P~olishe~d Plate Glass P-,nels
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Figure 48 Shape - Support - Factor For Simply - Supported Panels
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Soo

Note For .s, 0ee Fio. 51 for simply- suorted panel

For hl see Fig. 52 for clamped panel

*L SI~~00 ...

Double Strength

q ,.50

gi

o o
4-4

IL -

5 to 50 100 500

b - Short Side of Panel - Inches

Figure 50 Natural Frequency Of Long !l,,ply - Supported Panels
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Figure 52 Frequency Fodfor For Clomped Panels
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the effects ot various gsie bomb detonatlons on, three model houses. txtzapoLatln9
the data for the smallest saze bomb, a 250 pound ILght case charge, it vas dot*rmined
that the incident pressure acting on these houses Woo apprmiiaately 0.8 psi. At this
predssre, many of the window pase were broken in adiLtion to other damages. No con-
( .a&Lons can be drawn from tMese tests since the minin psessures were greater than
what wmild be predicted fo? window pans failures us*Ln the vothc"S presented in this
report.

The United States Atomic Energy Ccmmission also investigated damage to dif-
ferent type. of windows subjected to atomic blasts. Nore again, the Incident pres-
surm, aprrewnwtely 2 pal, were above the range of interest for ,.ht investigation
and so coclu sioes could be drawn to naimium free-stream faillure pressures.
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TADLE VI

CRITICAL IXlU-TR•BA BiH0CK IRV3 P USUt PMS GLASS WIM)OWS - POWAL IMCIVD3U

( 17 -0.1 sec.)

Type of Natural vynmic Pat lar.
window Xdq* Freq. - f "WLIfIc'stion Pressure .

SLt. Support , .p ) rector ) P Cr~tical

24" x 24" a.5. 30 2.734 0.261 0.144
*L nl1
strength cl. 59 2.0 0.243 0.183

12" x 32' @.m. 120 2.734 1.04 0.573
*L nqe
strength cl, 236 2.0 0.975 0.732

24" x 36' a.s. 21.7 2.20 0.146 0.112
asingI'D
strength el. 44.1 2.00 0.153 0 L.20

12" x 36' e.s. 66.7 2.20 0.424 0.291
sL/tgle

strength Cl. 165 2.0 0. 600 0.450

36" x W @In, 10.0 2.734 0.200 0.114
double
strength cl, 35.4 2.0 0. 1" C.147

200 x 200' u. 56.0 2.734 0.678 0.372
double
strenth Cl. 114.0 2.0 0.634 0.474

36" x 60' s.e, 12.2 2.20 0.100 0.075
double
st*ramqth cl. 22.7 2.00 0.123 0.093

20" x 60' a.s. 32.2 2.20 0.275 0.166
double
strength Ci. 79.6 2.00 0.390 0.291

120" x 2000' S.8. 2.2 0.53 0.03f 0.105
1/40 platem
gva"s cl. 4.6 1,29 0.042 0.048

50" x 200O" a.l. 10.1 2.20 0.158 0.108
1/41 Plates
glass Cl. 26.1 2.00 0.230 0.171

120" x 1MI a.*. 3.2 1.09 0,070 0.096
1/411 Plates
glass x0. 6.3 1.4 0.066 0.054

glass Cl. 37.4 2.0 0.372 0.279

a . 1. -- MIMPLY apted eft
el. -- clawid ed6es
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EXAMPLE

In order to Illustrat.4 fth tue ot the graph@ in determining the data for the
above table and t" sbow the mathad of awalysis for ottles a&M rails, a sample calcu-
lat ion is shio below$

Window Descriptions 261 x *I' .a~tble hung wvood Zrame
U aim 3*40 x 240 single stroogth

chock r&4l -- 1-3/32* x 1-3/$v (Su" 6000 psi)
I - 4000 pat (pSr=)

AGssinU g the panse have simply Svpported O&FMI

a 0.10 (Fig. 44)goo

Pram Fig. 48, with a - 1; 1 2.6

Tblrefore, P. (.10) (2.6) - 0.26 pas.

From Figure 50, - 15h SO

aAd fram Figure S1, has - 2.

Therefore, f - (2) (15) 30 )pe and T - .033 sec.
30

for 1 - 0.1 ec.. 17/T • 3

From Figure 34, [A)- 2 and C - 1.367 for simply supported square

plate. 
C

Dynamic aplificaetion factor a (2) (1.67) - 2.734

Subetituting in Equation 15,

pcritical for ti panes - 0.144 psi.
a (2) (2.734)

For nonno.lm AnAdence*. P. critical - 0.072

lram Figure s7, failure pressu. for the check rail equals 2.4 pui.

Vsing a dynamic ampliicatto tactor of 2, and aseeamn a normal ncidenoe factor of

2,

PlrtLoel fCr rails - q. 60 psi.

•tt is asswmed that the angle of LnctLdesoe, P i mall so that the window Is sub-
jO-tsd to a pressure of OWstat•faliy 4 P* for times the order of its natural
period (see Figure 17, Sectiam 2).
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gTCygo5 7

A??LICAT!OV TO MU1LZ

The Dattoeo± Oureas ol #Sftadez'4 (,oftaGUW L "jeo of teset@39 an &~ -m-ihr of
diffortrnt tyV*s of wall ooamtwtiavto fox low OG~t tes4MU&Il b~1ae14g. The Pepose
of Chase taiatA too to detesa"es the stcuotuxal streoqtba &ad pravoprtuss of tbo Wells

unyr varioi types of Iob4Aif cobsti-tlcwa. TM 9611 CPSlIaWM4 tere uM*J sted to
~.z&mz ica~'r"Lve, oaesmtrateg 4" radakua Loomb The IntozestLag las&UWqS,

- ~ * a.. fa s thisIm nvostL~athods Is eoW@MUs4 Moo th"Os causing 3Int'A-1 tail"xe ft* to
LtUNa~er"~ Ard C&kLa loMb. VTe tt~VMwrs LeadN& eUlm~ltee the type 0f 14LAUMn
do~e to norma pessueis, ifti. Cie raeftn toao. at* I*"*. transuattM to as"e Walls
bIý gSreeure actAng at the front -Md blM NSllS &ad roof Of & Pt~flL4Wv. Thee. )*maf
ass: appltied to the tof of & wal~l &3 the vla". of the wall end ste resisted st the
bc~ttAo tbus producing a ehSrhagL action.

Table VII Samarisee the"e test reaults. The Aintial 61iuro Ioad& ktated in
ths table "#. thd laweet valos... found from a ftw*M of test@ as *6 type Cf well
pmea. fee sam*. tLpe of loadjag, at WhLch initial failure sh~ as plaster cruickw ca-
Curr". Pot CoMWLrSo, the Maimm Ca~ller lombs are also gives. In all Cases,~ the
wall$ tested Mars Solid #WWI&* t~aat La, there we're no OPGOing. for domre or windows.
"The last t~bree item in this table aro tell cosstructioas t~picel of those PAW for
fomridations fcr waall1 reeideumoes.

A ISLUli~ erJlea oz towt*40 were conducted by the Forost Products Ugmoatary
on m'ood p&ael froms vells vitla placter on "cod -lath ce ose faca. ftese wall* were
siImIla in Coasu U-ti" to wall 0I, %1016e %117, Wit M tkwe "upAc t'"ft there vat*
dooe an" viedova peantags omti Into tbaw. FUPlster cracks aoccurred at the coralsrs c-f
6ows~ *Ad vindove fam rackia lI*"& am low "e 57 lU. per ift. This oaemyares with t"h
DE0 tests go: wbll OR w~ich praduhoWu plastez crad&* witli & rarklq load of 5S0 lbs.
per ft. t his LoALiont"e that tog plapt.: wells v~th door&x uiw~Lrdov openiaps the
ini~tial failurae Iasida abosiA be 4iaetrsix-. by dividing ýZo losto 9ive IA Table 07!1
by a factor or SWpOKMLnat.Ia 1.

In order to cammte aaphLfhstios ftraxtw for walls of th)ove type* for Lb&Lr
dybasic respone. to a shoc% wave, natural freqaaacles and natural Ver &eW arc re--
qLI'ed. For thal na~tural frequency A"e to traasewr", or nammal preenmre loadta;, the
wall is zeseted as a izmifoguly loodod simple bows with a wpmn aet" to the heigut of
the vall. Pa c * basi of tbU~ type, the first natural freqvwcy is given~ by (see
equastione (61l) and (64) of AppswAdl IZI)s

UO- -W2A-

and T' -Wa
(aD

7%e fl~uxural. rPiSdJlty 91 to given by (Uqiatlon (63), Appendix III)i

A3 t
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TAZLT V: I

STRSNGTH DATA O0 VARIOUS WALL COQNTRNUCTIO

IVSSZL TAM=~ Laws*0

Traaowre LoaSLaq
?l9O~ im39 1• s"be r l /Ipt

a"Ad Description
46i a11 mawt we" On E ooaded on of

Din1~ettm 5twrctwre go, * nalde tamos4wtai. race ft. FaP lare

Wood t•ms --
bevel sldizi
an~ diagonal
wo" wwUt- is 362 26 Soo pste~r

Lq ogi.tat (289) (63) (15O0) Cracked
-- puat:r
an WWA

Wood fro -
plaster on 25 40 46 380 P)aster

OD Wood Lath (52) (52) (sO) Crackad

wood frame -- Steds broks
n:mgla fir am to r&"-

plywo irm-voere load

SU side -- sow 30 153 "7.5 075 walboad ard
shingles oan (233) (271) (1440) shea.hinq
1"gs ,Pir b~wled due

jl1WVd out- to rVOCing
wide loud

woed gram -

Wood bevel

006- fi ber
imulatnmg 31 75 75 1125 Plaster
boord out- (400) (422) (1750) Cracked
PJAW --

Pi. asgexr on

*Valww givem are lomt value. Maxaiam value are indicated La brain kets. The nmei

bar of d4hplicate test* varied between tbee sad six.
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TADLB V11 - Contliued

XI1r~AL VAIIIJZ L40AM

Transeverse Luad;.ng

mu(Lbo./Ft. 2 R&a@~hJW
SMamLead DOOCripth~ou

wall wall. 0"10 t Loodied on Lammed On fit"0
D60MSUMtp Etzatioaar NO. toomw fo Qft"sLAS taos ft. fl

Wood frm -

wood bevel

woad-fiber 31 ISO0 245 1375 5earatLef of
immwut~ing (32) (43 (16030 Wallboard
board ouit- '.w from studa
mii. - 3/40
woo- ftber
board LOOLdS

WOod ftwe -- stdAwue
vwa be'~i umdor txra.t-
siding an wet load --
wood-fuber 31 233 250 1250 Ebbr

IILeu.at~inq 4319) (316) (IS") apco
board ouit- tram joint
siM - L/20 tanie rack Iag
woM fltbar Loud
We"x Inside

sheath"ny
paper, maltal

5.?Lath and 31 97 70 1425 plaistse
*twiceouat- i400) (425) (225AO) ciroae
$14. -- 06

and Plaster
"I-id

Wood from. --

Woo fib"r
abinthLoy Oad
bK Lt verser 31 so5wpase
ut.Id. - (346) (350! (6250) craled

plaster Ca
WWAd fiber
Lath S..Id.
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XMrT'IAL ?MILO" LOADS

?rantvwr" Looo I"
(b.F.2 Rtacking

No we 14/F Doscriptian
Wall mail Ra~iolt Looded On 1,00.46 Qan M of

vv' structure Wat. 21aP14 raw Omthl lace Ft. MIV

Wood ft.we-W3lor
Pi-/WOc 4 cracked
sAnet~h tnq, aromwm ^&aim
abeajling mwd studs

CI paw. and 47 176 144 600 split. do* to
la"(342) (237) (1370) traiawversm

*hunts*e out- 1o"~Ang --

@Ide -- gyp- nalle tore
eam wall- thru .ede at
board inoDe14 wAllkwMd du0

to rack!"w
lo"d

Weed trmsh -- Ratio tors
ci IV wll- 47 122 122 60" tkru eige

board tnAO44 (167) (167) (030) of wi~all rd
set outS*CdS due to rack-

IUn I*&A

Staade '4ap-
t~~w due toa

wood grame -- transveza
inuliating 100 ISO 530 1@Mdiag --

cm giberboard 46 (257) (433) 4 56) fi1berboard

outaide from f lame:1 d&WO to rack-

Stud rupturod
and fibor-

Wood traim -- board sepa-
fiborbolard rated from
bshnu"Ib auGA $to"a &W to~

Cy wood bevel 46 275 too V40 traSOVers
otALng out- M44) (393) (600) loading --
at"e -- fiberboard
fibeboardtr *e"arated
ins ide tram stwud

due to CdAC%-
Lmp load
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?ABLE VII - Continued

Tra nsvese Load in
( Lba./rt,) Rackng

we Load Deoscripton

MIl I Wall ROi~tt Loaded on Loaded on~ f II.) o
0esl atLon Sttv•ctro No. anside race Outside Face r. rFlt.

Studs rup-
tured due to

WU.04 frame tronsveirs
f "Mrkmlx4 4 200 200 40 loading -.

CO(31) (316) f arboard

Outside eparated
frt. studs
due to rock-
15) loed

Studs caracked
IoCw.'4 frame -- due to tra.Is-

insL a lattnq 72 102 102 1150 vex " top

fiberboard (124) (124) (1730) iv -- top
,Last" and plate crushed
Outside due to rack-

Lsqg Load

l4gbtwight.
wcvi fr~ame-

2 *.erbord 8 1¶1 170820 Fiber~board
a•d wood (116) (220) (900) UII1rftnd

bevel siding *fron flme

o•ltsi*, --
aseulAted

fiberboard

Non-roe•forced
s1aol ttLeu Specimem rup-
,1acrets %all tured wadr
• - 6-1/8 in. trauuwers
thick -- I load -. no

Cz part portl~ad 61 253 6350 failure under
oumemt, 2. 71 (277) rac• irn Load
14 rts sand and
5.11 parts
gravel, by dry
weight
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T4Lg VIT - Continued

INI4TIAL FAILU3RE LOADS

Transverse Loading

m(Lbs./rt. ) Racking
ft P NLoad Pescrjption
WIL wall Raeport Loaed on LosdAJ On (142& of

.... Lgastiion Structure No. insid. Fam outside race Ft. Failure

Non'tReliiorc d
WADolithiC

concrete eIl I Specatn rup-
-- 6-1/8 in. turod under
thick -- 1 216 625O transverse
post Cement, (297) load-- no
2.53 parts faillre ider
sand and 3.41 racking load
parts, gravel,
by dry weight

atan4ar4 a L1. 29.6 .i•) Rortt•t of
PL? erOMIrt* 61 (36.7) (3490) mortr and

block bwid between
blocks
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and w is the weight of the wall in 1heo/ft. of *pan. q/( As deterain•ed from plot&
of the transverse load vs. deflection iVOe in the test report..

For a racking load, the first narural frequency is found from (equataon (65),
App•ndzx 11) 1

1/2

The, 'prinq tot~i~r, t% t..# *top* of tho ~ e~um~u cukrve given in the teot
data for the racking load trots.

Table VIXX gives the dynamic response data for the outside well tV 4;4 listed
kn Table VII subject*d to twinsvezre or noaural pressure load#. Tie critIcal Zree-
Strem ehocw mve prasm eeA fLch would osu.e initial failure of the wells is OW-
marised in Table IX for valx •s values of ') , the dutatLoi of the fre.-stream pes-
sure wave. This premure Le given by:

0 p
P5 crit±;:al - (2) (A) (144) (16)

%tere pf a initial fallujre preeosu-e - ibe./it. 7

A t dynamic amplification factor - Pigure 33

anM the fector 2 in the d.n•uinitor is the MxLma reflected pressure as show in
Figure 4.

SiiLlar data has wt been computed foz the racking type loads since their dy-
namic r*ponxse, which deterninoo the ampliflostiotn factors, is a function of the
weight supported by the ells. This weight depends an the particular onsLtruction
Lnvolved. lawever, this has ben 4d0on for the sample house analysed in Appendix IT1
of thia report and the reults re msmmarixed in Table XI.

The results givem L Tables IX and XI are bord on st&tic load test data.
Impact tescs wall pawels U4idcated an incrtese ir bending deflection required ro
produce plaster cr..ckir of 3 to 5 tunse the static load values. so traniert, tsoot
information is awailable for rack toL• ede aon wall panels or bending loads an roofs.
The Ve1sG of faitlue pr•eeswc gi9Ve for plaster creckiLnq r)f wall panels by bending
should be multiplled by I Ln order to accoumt for inLcrese in static otregth pro-
dUced by tranaLeat loaLdin. No • ic strength Lncreas. factore c-an be JustifLed
for maL1 panels S is shear s td roof elemosta to bendlng boeau of the aboeorce of test
inf•tustion. The use of the static stromyth values loads to conoervati.ve estimates
of failure pressures for thboa elements.

WADC To $--160 B
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•ASL, VIIT

DYMANIC .ESPOSI2 DATA PM VALLE

Loadi~ng

mail L VA 3! k w T
Panel (1"2)
Type ft. (t.) (lb./ft. /2g.) (*-i. 2) (0/ft./LA.) Se) (Sec.)
II -. . .. I' -- -... ...

S10.0 7.S 110 11.5 " 106 2500 99 0.071

u 4.2.3 7.5 110 11.5 x 106 1035 13" 0.046

so 6.80 7.5 170 17. x 106 4000 118 0.053

DH 5.02 7.5 160 16.7 x 10 2940 L51 0.042

at 4.51 7.5 1"4 17.4 x 106 3670 1S3 0.038

5I. 20.00 7.5 227 23.7 x 106 5500 t0 0.070

BK 50.5 7.5 94 9.2 x 106 S0O 35 0.100

SL 10.6 7.5 10 10.9 x 106 3200 lot 0,05.6

IX 9.1 7.5 160 16.7 x 10 1675 112 0.056

Sy 4.7 7.5 140 14.6 x 106 1200 146 0.043

Ct 54. 7.5 170 17.6 3 10 6 "0 150 0.042

Of 3.60 7.5 160 16.7 x 106 3000 178 01035

cy 4.36 7.5 200 20.9 x 10 6 4000 161 0.02,

OK 3.13 7.5 35 3.14 x 106 6000 90 0.070

0 2.9 7.S 85 j 8.9 x 106 2,850 143 0.0,44
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APPLOICATTOW TO CNALL lULLDLa*5

A small frame resLdentLal house typical of tho*e found in the United ftotes
to shown in figure 53. The static stre•nth of the critical structural elim-nts of
thA.s house subjected to pressure loadings, and their natural frequencies and periods,
are det.eraired in Appernix Inl. This data, smarised in Table X, ws used to deter-
mine critical ree-streaa shock wave pressures duo to nor l kncldew* for this
structure. These results are presented in Table XI.

?he d~ta appear-nq in Table X are based on a particular geometry and struic-
tural design. Considering the many possible variations of thesoe Lit in the small
remLdential house categurg, and also that the quality of materials and workmnahip
play an important part is. the structural strength of a house, these data s.ould he
considorod as order of ma,.,nitudo nuberms. An indication of the posible variation in
the structural s•trenth dim, to material tariat uon and worhkmaship can be gotten from
"-z data on strength of typ..cal residential tyr.- walls g9ver in Table VII. The wide
spread in strengths is shown for walls of Identical construction.

E---D~ E 1

K F1 8

Figure 53. Model House
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TAMIS X

STATIC 9TRXWW OF WOOD "APM MCXI

TRAUMSB TAIDMS 31C"ISG LoOAD

I _ I- -- -I U lI I III

outside wall --

Mormal to Type OR 26.0 62.0 0.101
Pressure Loading

StA Wall --
S arice 1 (no open uns) 38.0 45.3 0.138

Side Wa11 --V aitri:.eclr Load y
s r (wLth OPeJnGlM) 4.3 1.9 0.395Saari"l Wall

Side Wall --

with Iaterior Type OR
eoad eaxrLng (wit opemings) 17.0 18.2 0.335'

Wall

Interior Load Type 00 1 9.2 52.6 0.119
Reatring wal1

Roof 2 x 6 Rafters,

24" O.C. --

3/4- 8beatig-- 74.0 79.0 0.061Rtoll Roofing

Paper -- Aeiftalt
strip sbinqldw

Ref. Table VII
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TABLA XT

CRITICAL rRU-STRuAN saWX WAV8 PSUVtM3 ,FOa SANJULU NOW1

I p critical (pi)

structural ' - 0.05 n - 0.10 77 - 0.20 ?7 - 0.40
E2 -pnt DeecrLption* sec S, Sec. sec.

Front raceWall Type OA 0.143 0.05) 0.072 0.090

Roof (See Table X) 0.427 0.4"1 0.467 0.395

si.d. Wall Type O 1.450 1.720 0.030 0.0t67(with openings)

Interior Type OD 0.171 0.059 0.095 0,117

Notel Thee data do not reflect the increace in strength du*e to rapid rate of load-
Ing. Soee pe~o 90 for dec'aSOLon of atrength increaeeu produced by rapid eat*
of loe0d t,.

Ref. Table VII.
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SECTION 9

COUPLING Or GOCK Wh1• LOADS WZTH OTIC3 3l3CtS TO PRCE)0C3 PAILURE

*my &truct"rss are o% the verge of failure pri,'r to being subjected to Shock
wave preessre disturbances. The structuzres could have been conviderably woekened or
highly stres"d tfam such effects as faulty coestructloa an low grade materials, in-
proper dLe4gn, fosAatiam sottlemntt, water daege, omow shrinkage and other tampere-
tiare maW/or mtituro induced d~Lpleoolments, high bwnd l,2de, etc. A detailed account
of thase various factors is found in insurance campany -Lteraturo. 4 1

The application of atwck wave prossuroe lads to thawe vakeWd or "Initially"
highly stresmed structures oos". prodeme failure even though the fiso-strem pressure
levels are tax below those that wrvm.d produce damage in reasonably well constructed
or uw•vw **nd bWildings. Ahucraft 9ernrated shock waves could be the "straw that
b:oke the camel's back'.

J, gmri1 mvalu~atosn of the coupling of shock wave effiects with the other
factOrm I'oslib1 conw'tribuating to str•i•taral 6dA@ae is not practical because of the
many variable. Involved. Particular situations must be studied in detail.

In Sae Instances, structural *lorents Improve with age'. % study of
data5 -S0 anm plasterx construction &nd mianufacture indicates that meot plaster
strength U rovib. with -,%e. ams l1.m p-asters which are manufactured fro& rocks
contaLn!% a mixture of cacmlum &Md magneslum carbonate tend to deteriorate In 9-15
years. This in due to ehpmnsioas which take pace as the mognesium omide monverts to
magnaessi carboamate. This effect can be minim•ied 1e the mixtuze of calcium and smq-
nesim omides is finely gz>q.>ad before water is add#4d. No data on the effect nf age
of glass bas been found.
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SEClIOtI :0

CONCWL5U IS

I. rot shck wave pressure levels (seall fractions of a pe-) the critical
types of structuroe from a failure point or v!*, zo •o frnno Tzv-dartLenl. ftvoLl.:igs
and store front.. having Large glass &a&a. The critical structural slements are
glass and plast-er walls with openings. Walls are critical in residential structures
since the shear area resisting the load in side walls and the bending stiffness of
front walls are asmll compared with other types of structures. Glass is critical for
store fronts si-.sro Large spans are comomm.,

Walls jif structures without internal pattLtiond will fail at lower pressure
levels cc'aret .o aimlaer size structures with internal partitions. Gliss fails in
tension i -4ucsd by bending. Faillre of plaster walls with openings to generally
critical f.,r racking (Shearing) loads in the midi waill. Shear stream concrntration
factors around cpanIngs Can be as high as to-n. In sme cmses, plaster cracking pro-
duced by bendlog of the front wall can be critical.

For an M-wave duration of 0.10 sec., the range of free-etream failure pres-
sures for ijides Le abouL 0.02 to 0.38 psi. Corresponding glass panql sizes areo 120
in. x 200 in. xK1/4 in. arnd 12 in. x 12 in. single strength glass, respectively. For
wall costxeuCLLo. typ.cal of tvocA frame residential h"Ax•es, fr*e- stream pressures oe-
quired tn crack plaster are as low as 0.03 psi Cor shear in side wells and 0.15 psi
for bending of freat walls.

?hce lov-se bound t f free-stremm Vpvvours produofLng d&mage ( 0.03 psi)
could be produce_, fox example, by an P-86 aircraft flying steady level llight
slihLly i:, e4t¢crs rif Mtach I at about 4000 feet above grou•d. At higher altitudes,
hicrher steady Level flight Mach numbers ar. required to produce a free-strem pres-
sure level of %,03 psi an the ground. For e.sple, at an altitode of 10,00n feet,
the required NeacIh nPtber is 3.5. Any amlification Of the free-stream pressuze by
-.eflction of cusp effects would reduce the Mach number (for a given altitude) re-
quirc to pro~tace this pressure level of 0.03 pot.

Wind ILcmd data indicates a lower bound of structural da.age at a 4,- mph wind.
Thia wind velocitj corresponds to a dynprva .re•suze of about 0.03 psi wrhich Is in
the range of shockc wave pressure estimates.

The coptAted values of the huwm- bound oi failure zrossures given do not
-.. nL £for variatiocns I.n material properties and 'A:. Mnshp whereas the wind load

data do.

2. Th Efatlure pressures are functions of N-wave and structural parametvrs.
The&s pazameter' vary over a wide range. Whereas it iL not practical to presert
failure pressures fat tte many possible c€msAstioes of structural and shock wave
variables, the failure pressures given in this report for thu critical structural
elements (glasm and plaster wakls) are for Specific valves of N-wave and structural
parameters which are likely izA practice. Ott-er cases may be livestigated in detail
Ly employinq tte methods and basic data presented here.

3. The response of structural elements to shock wave Frrssures is governed
1by elastic behavtor since at these pressure levels only brittl materials fail, and
the more ductile materials such as steel and reinforced concreoe, which exhibit sub-
stantial piastic deformation before (allure, are not strainod abore their yield
points.

4. A critical loading condition occurs when the trace on the ground of the
inclined pl~rte or the shock front that contacts the structure is parallel to the
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front face of tbe building. Whemn the angle of tbeo plane of the shock front to the
vertical is mal, reflection effecta cast produce u.p to four times peek free-strwan
pressure on the front face of the building. This condition is etritlieal for windows
near the bottom of the front building; face.

S. ?be stremgth of glass is Increased over its static str"ng.h by rapid rat.
aif loaJiw3. Test results indicate or' increase 1b; a factot of three over ot~at~c
strength of 6000 psi. fte strength of rlaster walls Is also Increased by rapid rat*e
of loading. Impact test* LAb %fic~ sand bags werea dropped normal to the ponel sur face
(bending action) gave dieflect toss at which planter cracked of abcut 3 to 5 times the
etflectivss for plaster cracking under static loading. No data Is available f'or

racking tiansient loads ou *&Ilai. Mg y 'PI'!tmpolatad from blast wave tiests
on bmildings wmuld impt be ammiagfual aiiace the pressures employed were too high and
the plaster failures boted couldd have occurred at lower prtoswuvos. Test data C.4
plaster walls subjected to transient loed* particialsrly raJLL,) loot!$) are needed.

6. XxperpaonLol measuiaemmts of the pressure distribution on etructures sub-
j ected tou P-weve free-strema p-eesures are required. Thesis tests are needed in order
to chock tk. validity of the use of blast waw* data and cor-cepts to predict building
loads produced by 30-waves whose shape And preesere levels tre difforenc fromn blast
Waves.

7. Rxisting data on whock wave damage is moat ly fia insurance clIaims. The
infogaintioua is sipotty and Lacamlftoo In a great many cease *. Controlled experiments
to* asoses the 1Unp-, toc structures or structuaral oismots produced by 0-wave free-
stream pressures are required.

5U09038?U 3/2UT7M-M L P3RO3A

1. An samperimain~ti progran to obtain dot&aon the pressure 4istribution on
a tructuree asid the smeg. to structevree Produrmd by N-wave freem-stream rroesse waves
ts suggested. The progra would be broken down into three phases as Indicated belowo

Phase I Loads on Structures

Phase 2 Damage to structures

Phase 3 Flight Teets - Loads and Duaage

For phases I and 2, tbe N-waves ares generated by means other thar. aircraft
f light. In phase 3, actua'l aircraft gmsersted *l-mw"e or@ea oyea. The purpose of
the flight tests in to check the results of phaseis I end 2 &M~ to $Aaxnstrato to a
layman that equivalent effectse are produced by actual aircraft generat*4 N-waves sod
31-waives produced by other means.

2. It is also suggested, that mt~nssoms be moe to Ting's5 9 analysis of the
diffraction of a sonic dioturbaiwe by a riecteesu 2cr barrier.* The exters ions would
includes

(a) Sooic disturbance corresponding to an W-wave, (normal Incidence).

Wb i-wave sonic disturbance for nonnormal incidence in a rnor-vert~ical
plane.

The restults would be useful in interpreting experimental data and would rep-
resent an advanoe Ln the state of the art in diffraction problems.
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APPIUDIX II

DYIAM IC PARAXN3MS

DYNAMICS OF uIIFORM BELAS AND PIAThS

since the operatJofa are almost L•h~tLIal for tbems and plates, w shall des-

Lqnate bem equations by the symbol 9 and plat. equations by the symbol P.

1. -atlO of fotice of an 9IMM

2 2
(]+ .- P(x,t) (17)

Ox 4t

(P) .' V4 v + 4 -Z,,y,t) (L)
b 2

a. l��mle AMmozt 22
b z2 -y x1o

2 2 V 00 at X

v - 0 + 0, at x -0tLK
63x2 Y 2L

2-x tL

(P 2 x2 Y~O

b. 2

v -0 ;x Jo
v a 0? -V- 0 at x a'

x F

V O 0; * 0 at y '0

3. Initial Cmg tijoi

(a) v - GJIx) h(x) at t - 0 (23)bt

v - q(Xy) b h(xpy) at t - 0 (24)

For moat of our problems h - g - 0.
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4. 101 do"

a nom Il mode is one which satiefses the following relations.

4 CL COG W m [Ccoo W t 0 (25)

(Z) D Ot~

(P) [D, " C+*0t 0 (26)

and the boundary conditions. It to known that for beams the solution isu

(a) C5 - a sin kix + a sinh kx + Y coo k x + 8 C% k i x (27)

where the valuos of k depend on the boundary condititons. Frcm eq. (2$):

(B) El k 4 2 , (28)

i
to f or each k i thero is a~n wi

For plAtes, the solutions have also been derived but they are very complex,
exelpt fat simply supported ends. Pere the form - , ...... we ha 11 now call

t Ij L23%L

(P) fi n, (I • -L ) sin (j -) , - 1,2,3 1 - 1,2,3 (29)
UL Lx y

a•d substituting in *4. (26) one obtains:

(F 0{[I.]2+ (30)

For beams simply supported:

(3) C1  " *±n[hE sii - 1,2,3 (31)

L4

(B)w (32,

5. Forced ViLratIon

The solution to eq. (17) and (18) with the yroper boundary conditions can be
described in tezm of the normal modst C. multiplied by suitable time functions

Ot(t). Thus,

O0 0

() V a (.34)
L- 1

I - 1 01- 102
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Substituting into the equations of motion and using relations (25) and (26) to elim-

Lnate 3? E aI IDV 4 respectively, one obtains:dx 4 1

O D "O A r-- - (X , t) (35 )

L L dt2

(L(oma I j4iL zzd;fjju Cp Ci (37)

(P) C A ubtdy - 0 , f fkI (38)

Multiplyin" equations (35) and (36) by oe norsal mode and integrating over th full
surface, one obtaink,

)J ) A + W 12 dt.

rr-r' 2 Fd~~ dxdyJ [.j + 'fo8
2  

pxD t).()0 0j ii

A great siJeplification occurs if P(x,t) - p(xy,t) - r(t). Then

rL

(B (i 1
2  dt 2  m w 1

2  o•ilt

+ dt f11 r dxdy

ror simply supported ends(

+ -,3,5 (43)
1 dt2
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+ 2oi (A)(4,L- 1, 3,5:J 1, 3,5 (4
wa dj t 2W 'Uw j iv jr

The value of 4 or 41 , f even numbered mode* i1 zero, To find tb.l tstic con-

tribution to the displacetent when rFt) - F m;x and ! - 0, 0 becomes

dt

max at y

(3)9 -I ~B& ±) a in 'w 45p)

(P) I,- M a-& ) sin 'LT. si IM' (4t)
L2j L2L L

The maximm ament occurs "it that center.

wi2 (a6 1*n L at A 2 ib

l i L 2

1 *2

(3) F L 2 (47)
f U?) 3  lax. 2

a L L"Kml a O + w" -AL)y to a Lj t x -A p y Y _"-x

Ii X2 y IJ 22

t 2 2

/ A ij Y

/ 2") \t~,Lp) + "
IJ L_ + t'1 £

The static moment ira

(3) N - 2 (49)
x max.

(P) H L 2 (50)
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Se* Tatle IV for St . - t/6 pb2) vith, F - P, L - b, t -thickness,

a - "x~. stt@5s.

'rho participation factor it

(pP) - AiWo CintJiutUe by
L axlaim static stress

Hence (8) (Pr) - 1-1) 23 (l

(sir+v

(IL) 2

(pý (PI) .11

L L

1A Lha special -4e6 0 Lx, LY, 14) 0.0479 042.

(P)~~ 1,) 2 (0.04790- 1.11

(a) f• + __L_ .0_€. ".U (53)
L L2 at 2 jr Ki .

(P) (77 + I W ALa- (.4)

t9 W dt 2  F max.

T'ese equations defiAne the moa dynamic reiponss tuhetonto.

APPRIOXIMATE SOLUTXrON FOR ANqPI.XICATION FACTOR

Thesolettone t Fto the different4al (qua4)on

C9 + ) - c (where c 1In cons2tant)

S2 d2 2

Ii dt 1x

with the solutio crdtlo he diferenta l .qt ua • t= on

f - c I +FI &in [(t - t.I) -0] (5)
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or f- C, a 1 j - t) ] (56)

Therefore, •'rcu •. (55) df _ It
,oor fo * ?rw Eqt I. Coe [(O(t t) (57)

rliminating t by suming the squares of equations (56) and (57);

(f C j + 4 - . 2 . (2a-C ) + b 2 (58)

In the phase plane, the abecitea Is f, and the ordinate U0L .' oq (58) is a car-

cle In these coordinates: Its center is (CIO 0) and radiu is R 1 . Retnterpretinq

equation (55) in terms of tho phase pline, one notes that the angle [I (t-*. I)- 0 ]

.L the asile bet-aee a vartical line and the radius to a point on Lhoe circle. In an
elapced time (t 2 - t 1 ) , the radius will move clockwise through an ane w (tt t )

radians. $se Figure 54.

TI ME t,

/ -

TIML 1

(c,, 0

Ftqurua 54. Ph&se Plane

This is all one needs to kno to ise the phas piane to construct an approx-
imate solution to the equation

S2 dt 2 2

from which an amplification factor can be found. As an illustration, consider Flguret,
$5 in wich the loiding time i to equal one natural period. Hart we see the
N-shaped wave of F~t)/Fmax, divided into six equal time intervals, one sixth perlod

or 600 in duration on the phase plane. For each tine interval, the average ordinate
has been noted, i.e., 5/6: 3/61 1/6- -1/67 etc.

Since the bowy is initially at rest f a - 0. With a center at 0.
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rT, 2w" 360#
LOADING !IME" NATURAL PERIOD

2

An 1965

% %

SOLUTION TO'
4 1 dtf F(t)

WirH f (o0)--Io,)o
dt

FIGURE 55 APPROXIMATE: AMPLIFICATION FACTOR FOR

N-WAVE USING PHASE PLANE
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and a redIL- ce the Initial point (0,C),. an arc of 60" is swurA_. The end Point is
i',elqd 1. With 3 center at ( 0 aned the raduz r~iuird to roacb point 1, am

6' 0
swL•r= an are of z30* from point I to point 2. 71,e procese is repeated till all siu
poaint have b"n detairened. The asplificatJ.cs factor to the lxrg*r of the radius t,3

Po~rar 6 fromn th o;int (0,0? or thie znamnm value o f q gnerated by the previouas
$arc*.

DUWA!V.fl~w OF THM "Ni FUCIVC"IG

Let CarnD of PIgre 56 be a curve of asplification factor vcrsus ( i )
w-"ore ý is a characteristic tine of the load-timo relation and Lo Is Upon nattvrhi
U(adia frequecy of the mode considered.

U

MODAL
AMPLIFICATION4 / D I

FACTOR

A

Tigur 36. Idealizad Nodwol A4 plicf tUA Factor

oagr ý!-bIag~ive is to tdayiqs factore to exalgerat. the c-ontributiona e 4e to
hig~her stod~s.

btM formula for AL is, raforeng- pa" 47,

.j a I -

If the lowent rAtural £reqLvwmy correepon6'd to C an rViuge 36 and the h

h$.'jhor natuzral frequencies are at E, F, etc., an* can umset

A.. w A, (W (60)

sre +61 in the swlifioction Eactor for the finrt (lowest fraquenmsV) modN .

So the first cotruction nwould be to use am a general factor on the f•rst

noft contribution (twkich is A It(PI)P) the factor,

-A

This relAtion. is, howver, rwt. oonsieridative V)"m ue, (w _, mine* the cntribt-lowle

froa higber modes do nft diAWAAh as 4os tUa contriwtion from the first mode.

To overcome this difficulty, we vwil use an ad& iorLal factor,, , which ts

Unity for W, > W C_ and greater than unity for to < "•er " We simplify the i -
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-tL', of the o.p11f!cgti.x eurve xrv d represnt it by the broken line OG, in Figure
5. �In PLguzQ 57, it OMO to multiplie by H, it bocmas (M*G'. If one now consid-
-- rnAt the cntkibutions due to higher modes is constant in4ependent of w $ the

amptj.iftcatLon 1&ct.r would ha givan by O'B'G'. Deoignotc the ratio of ordinacoo on

1 G6

i•q'urc S7. n1lfief First Mode Amplificatton Factor

W cr W cr> W 1I

cr < .

An-_xwg all the ita in Tablr V -islue for H3 and hence N would be
larqozi, for the qu•ly sa4pbrtad flat ;•ate. The value of H ±s 1.225. Wc alto

o tnt t-" l rgest ratio betwmee the first and seca rodes was nLne. ftene, the
mode 2Zroluemcy v2ll usually have dropped bet, w cr by th. time w O 1/9 w cr"

There is •i poLnt In carrying N belov 41 1 w/Wr OR 9 because the att.auation of

hg4917: modes should 'be cmaidard and since the total respncsAe.; smeller than stat-
ic. rTe uae of the fN" factor for the worst value of H J,; conservativ4i but, in
the 'ate%.eting regian, its COntrlU:tICt is _4mal0.,

When the OM" facto- is 5ppludI to real aplific.tLon factor curvas, another
comiorvative elsmant a.ore •i•ce t2he attenuation of ibe first dlso" not quite as
rapkl1 as esaue•d in Vi•ele 57.

The rec~omnr•ed value of th* uppor limit for the eVpl1fication factor is

At, Az (PP)I (HM)
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